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BOOK mw ON
FROM TOKYO :

to Hawaii
PAN AM!

6 HRS. 40 MINS.

West Coast
12 IIRS. 50 MINS.

to U. S.

The only true Jets flying 

the Pacific to the 

U.S.A.

COMPARE THESE FLIGHT TIMES

PISTON ENGINETURBO JETSPURE JET CUPPERSTOKYO TO

6 hrs. 40 mins. • •11 hrs. 5 mins. • •11 hrs. 30 mins.Hawaii
San Francisco ..12 hrs. 50 mins. . . 20 hrs. 0 mins. . . 24 hrs. 25 mins.

20 hrs. 28 mins. 
18 hrs. 0 mins.

Portland ....12 hrs. 5 mins.
13 hrs.15 mins,1111ercontinetUal Jet 

than 7
On Pan American’s new Seattlo

to the U.S.A. youClippers 木
hours over turbo jet aircraft...11 hours over 
piston aircraft. And you enjoy “ true ” jet 
comfort as well—the incredible luxury of near 
silent, vibration-free flight.

save more
For expert trip planning, call your helpful 

travel agent or Pan American
Tokyo : Phone 211-2441，20, 2-Chome, Marunouchi, Chiyoda-Ku. 

Osaka: Phone 26-6048/9, Tokyo Tatemono Bldg.JetOn every
Clipper flight to Hawaii, Los Angeles, San 
Francisco, to Portland and Seattle, you have 

choice of deluxe President Special Pan Am—the Jet leader—has already 
carried over 130,000 transatlantic 

jet passengers

oryour
tourist-fare Rainbow service.

Pan Am also offers you Jet Clipper 
the Pole to London via

over the straight-

service 
West Coastover

gateways, the only jet service 
line Polar route.

WORLD.S
MOST

EXPERIENCED
AIRLINE

•Trade-Mark, Rrg. U.S. Pat. Off.



JAPAN • PHILIPPINES • HONGKONG • FORMOSA
OKINAWA • KOREA • THAILAND

VIET NAM • GUAM

Frequent scheduled sailings

Cargo—Modern Passenger Accommodations

OPERATING FAST

MARINER CLASS VESSELS
TRANS PACIFIC and

FAR EAST INTERPORT

UNITED STATES LINES COMPANY
General Oriental Agents□ PACIFIC FAR EAST LINE, INC.

Route of the Baars

Home Office ： 315 California Str••し San Francisco, California

KOBE
▼ii Bldg” 
michi, Iku

Kobe
Tel: 3-5545/8

YOKOHAMA TOKYO
Yaxnashiu-cho 3rd Ploor Mori Dldg.,

14 Tamuncho 2-chomc 
Shiba, Mioato-ku0 Tokyo 
Tel: 59.1151/5

75 Kyo- ta-ku,Naka-ku, Yokohama
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BOOKS
for

CENTENNIAL EVANGELISM
and the NEXT Century!

WAYS TO WIN 
by W. E. Grindstaff 
THE CHURCH KINDERGARTEN 
by Polly H. Dillard 
THE CASE FOR ORTHODOX THEOLOGY 
by Edward J. Carnell 
BUILDING BETTER CHURCHES 
by G. S. Dobbins 
THE WORK OF THE HOLY SPIRIT 
by W. T. Conner 
THE SPREADING FLAME 
by F. F: Bruce

WINNING THE CHILDREN 
by G. S. Dobbins 
WHERE ARE THE CONVERTS? 
by Sidney Powell 
YOUR LIFE AND YOUR CHURCH 
by James JL. Sullivan 
TEACHING FOR RESULTS 
by Findley B. Edge 
THE CHRISTIAN PASTOR 
by Wayne Oates 
INTO THE SAME IMAGE 
by R. E. O. White

¥ 720 -Y 990

¥ 1080 ¥ 1420

¥ 125 Y 1260

¥ 1080 Y 1350

¥ 1080 Y 810

¥ 1080 Y 1800

JORDAN PRESS
11 Kamiyama-cho, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo Japan 

For immediate MAIL ORDER SERVICE please telephone (46) 5170
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\印間 flARYEST
E FOR、TODAYTHE MAGAZIN rS JAPAN MISSIONARY

auspicious year for 
Missions in Japan. Pastors and mis
sionaries from scores of 
labored and prayed together 
before, and the added impact has been 
felt throughout the nation.

1959 has been an VOLUME 7 • No. 5OCTOBER •1959
havesocieties

as never

KURT RIBI
Managing Editor

KENNETH McVETY

Editor

have sought 
of mature

Again in this issue, 
to portray the growing 
togetherness which 
among evangelicals in Japan. United 
crusades and prayer meetings 
unprecedented scale have contributed 

and apprecia- 
another. Even though 

the missionary side alone
list 100 societes with four or more 

members ("1959—Missions in Review,” 
p. 26), we are able also to report close 
fellowship and cooperation on a broad 
scale.

we
sense

developingwe see

Articleson an
Hirosmma, Paul McGarvey ..................................
Personal Work, Dave Hesselgrave ...................
Tokyo Crusade Report, Leonard Nipper ........
Panel Discussion ....................................................

Evangelism at a funeral ? Morris Jacobsen . 
Centennial Historical Series, IV, G. Chapman

10-11
12-13to a growing 

t ion of
awareness

onone 15
ablewe are 16-17

18-20
22-25

> to

Departments
is theEspecially encouraging 

very evident drawing together of Japa- 
pastors and 

in the Japan Protestant Centennial and 
other efforts. May

Let the critics decry the “hopelessly 
divided” state among evangelicals. God 

work perfecting a unity strong and 
deep-flowing, 
stamp of the Almighty. Wc acknow
ledge that this work is 
but 1959 has

to us
News, Victor Springer..................................

Do Figures Lie ? Max James ..................
Women's page ..............................................
1959 Missions in Review, Dorothy Pape 
Names in the News, Elaine Nordstrom . 
Books, R. S. Nicholson .............................

8-9
14missionaries, as seennese
21

26-30
,31-32
33-36

of it!we see more

is at

Coverthat will bear theone

completed, 
it greatly advanced.

Dr. Oswald J. Smith, well-known missionary statesman and pastor for many 
years of Toronto's Peoples Church, spoke fo great crowds during his four weeks 
in Japan this fall. Together wilh Dr. Edward Young, Dr. Roger Nicole and Roy 
LeCraw, he travelled to Protestant Centennial gatherings in Sendai, Tokyo, Nagoya, 
Osaka, Kobe, Kyoto, Fukuoka, Hiroshima and Okayama.

not
seen

“You must carry these talks in Japan 
Harvest.” We heard it over and 

^ from missionaries at EMAJ’s Karuizawa 
Conference who had found the panel 
discussions profitable and wanted them 
in permanent form.

David Hessclgrave's “Personal Work” 
(p.12) and “Panel Discussion” (p.16) 

the first of these to be presented. 
Others will follow in later issues.

over

Associate Editors 
Consulting Editors 

Advertising Manager

KENNY JOSEPH, HUBERT HELLING, CHAS. CORWIN 
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(〇1959 by Japan Harvest and E.M.A

Japan Harvests sixth issue (Dec.) for 
feature——a com-1959 will carry 

plete
focus especially 
survey. Great pains

make it authoritative, up-to-date and 
meaningful. Together with the survey 
material in this issue, it will give our 
readers an unprecedented, well-rounded 
view of the missionary situation at the 
close of this Centennial year.

a new
OVERSEAS SUBSCRIPTIONS-directory, with the 

area-by-area 
being taken

missionary
on an Japan Harvest, c/o P.O. Box 757, Elyria 

Single Copy 40 4; $2.00 per year.
Ohio;

are 513.). 32-1 
•J.

MANUSCRIPTS-should be typewritten, 
signed and submitted six weeks prior to publi-

CANADA
Japan Harvest, c/o JEM Mr. Don Bruck, 
Three Hills, Alberta.
Single Copy 404;

to
$2.00 per year.ion.

Special rates for contract advertising.

Street, 
per year.
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RECOMMENDED ! 一一this new 
study book for Japanese 
Bible School students and 
all growing Christians !

Christian Study 

Series
Designed to give the lavnian all tho 

know about 
Uio Lord

A PRACTICAL SOURCE BOOK 
OF HELPFUL MATERIAL TO 
EXPLAIN SCRIPTURE AND TO 

DEFEND IT AGAINST 
DESTRUCTIVE CRITICS.

bosic facto he ought 
Chri9lianilv hi order to 
effectively.

to
serve

JAPANESE FAITH AND THE GOD OF 
THE BIBLE (Nihonjin 
to Seisho no Kami) by M. Sabina. 
A popular defense of Biblical 
Christianity.

doctrine I (Kirisutokyo Kyogi 
Gaiy5 I) by V. Johnston. A 
popular study of the doctrines of 
God, Man and Salvation. ¥ 150

Shinkono

¥ 100

HIGHLIGHTS OF ARCHAEOLOGY 

IN BIBLE LANDS
(Kirisuchan ^ei- 

McDaniel.
CHRISTIAN LIFE
katsu) by J. 
study of the Christian life—how 
it is entered and what it entails.

A brief

¥ 150By Fred H. Wight BIBLE INTRODUCTION (Seisho Cho- 
ron) by R. Oyama. A popular 
study of the subject of general 
Biblical Introduction. ¥ 150This book is for the student of archaeology and

of material
A Study 

wa :
IN THE BEGINNING GOD
of Genesis (Hajime ni Kami 
Soseiki no Kenkyu) by F. Beabout. 
This study offers theological and 
historical background, charts and 
popular exegesis.

for the Christian worker. From the
Bible-丨and excavation, Mr. Wight has selected what 

he believes most important for the Bible-believing 
student. He takes up Old and New restament archae
ology, then briefly discusses recent excavations.

mass

on

¥ 150
THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO LUKE
(Ruka ni yoru Fukuinsho) by A. 
McDaniel.A brief summary of 
the Gospel giving 
picture of the life of Jesus in 
fourteen lessons.
THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES (ShitO 
Gyoden) by G. C. Morgan. An 
abridged translation of G. Camp
bell Morgan's monumental work. 
A wealth of information and inspi
ration for those wanting to know 
more about the background and 
significance of the stirring events 
experienced by the early church.

¥ 150
THE CHURCH AND ITS LEADERS
(Kyokai to Shidosha 
by J. McDaniel. An elementary 
explanation of essential teachings 
about the church and its leaders 
from a strictly Biblical and 
gregational point of view. ¥ 75

Titles to be added later: 
PERSONAL EVANGELISM 

DOCTRINE II 
CHRISTIAN EVIDENCES 

and others

completea
Mr. Wight is a careful student, always depending 

the judgment of recognized authorities in archaeology. 
He does not put forth 
opinions that might 
devout Cnristians, unless they 
study by reliable scholars. His book is fully docu
mented.

on
¥ 150

probability, 
very thrilling to 

based on thorough

fact, 
true and

as or even as
seem

are

Well-informed Christians will want 
book." Moody Press

to own this
tame ni)no

con-in Japanese ¥ 250It’s here...

Word of Life Press
Mail Order Dept.

1-2 Chomc, Kitazawa Cho, Sctagaya Ku, Tokyo 
Furiliao : Tokjo 79904.

SEISHO TOSHO KANKOKAI 
Box 66, Sendai
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Dear Editor:
Of all the many periodicals received 

in our Missions Office, I think yours is 
the finest for use as reference material 
for subjects of missionary interest. 
Although coming from a foreign field, 
the frequent appearance of familiar 
names makes it read like a letter from 
home. Since 
departure for Japan, much of our prayer 

port is directed toward that field, 
surely praise the Lord for the 

blessing that this magazine must be 
the missionaries located there.

Sincerely in Christ, 
Helen L. Hardgrove, 
Missions Secretary 
King’s Garden 

* * * *

the point ofwe are at

sup
Wc

to

Dear Editor: 
It is hope and belief that this 

publication will stimulate the missionary 
church.

—Lon Fulton, Pastor 
Charlotte, N. C.

our

ofvision our

氺丰 * 氺
Dear Editor:

I find the publication (JAPAN 
HARVEST) very refreshing. It helps 

get a much clearer and 
biased picture of Japan and her needs 
than periodicals from 
give. I especially appreciated the articles 

True Ecumenicity,” “Cooperation 
Might.”

K. Julia Cutler 
Paterson, N. I.

one more un-

couldone mission

in 1959，’’ and “Method or

承 氺氺 本
Dear Editor:

1 Many ot
tressed concerning the misleading 
ports of the Osaka crusade. Many of 
those who came forward in the meet
ings were already contacted by the 
churches or missionaries and 
siderecl “seekers” already.

We received a form letter from Bob 
Pierce after the Crusade was over, tell- 

about the stupendous results and 
saying that he hoped it would be a help 
to us in our work. It grieves 
realize that it has not become the help 

that he desired. Everything 
done on an American plane with a huge 
choir, symphony orchestra, big speak
ers, etc. Those who attended gained 
the impression that that is what Chris
tianity is, while actually, in Japa 
not. They do not need the “flash” here 

do they want it.
Some of us would like to see Brother 

Pierce come to Japan, learn the language 
and struggle with it 
settle in a village for five years, live

very dis-us missionaries are

were con

ing us

us to

wasto us

it is

nor

doing,as we are
on

October, 1959
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will beof JAPAN HARVEST an

up-to date and complete
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DIRECTORY'難

技成':|

...い.，•*、

sent to all subscribers at

NO EXTRA COST

Price to non-subscribers is

w;' •.1 ¥200
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Save money
your new subscription to 

get in 
special offer.

JAPAN HARVEST，346, Eifuku Cho 
Suginami Ku, Tokyo

and send innow
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"TUe^

twytcU Ck

These describe the believer's position in Christ, his life in 

the world and his attitudes to the wiles of the devil.

This is not just another book—this goes right to the heart一a 

all need in this year of centenary.message we

by post ¥ 140¥ 12064 pages
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the salary the missionary is living on, 
face the real problems that 
ing, and sec what reports he could send 
home.

I- fac-vve are

A Missionary in Japan
ホ **

Dear Editor:
A missionary friend has been good 

enough to send us copies of your Mnga- 
nnd we have found it most helpful. 

We are, however, grieved to read in the 
article “True Ecumenicity” six lines 
which to us verge on blasphemy, 
lines in question 
mediately above the title 
and the two lines following the title

page of the August issue. 
Forgive us for drawing 
point. Wc cannot imagine 
godly writers of the article sat down 

consider their words.
Editor of Echoes of Service 
Yours very sincerely,
W. T. Stunt

! — •も..

zinc

TheThe Tokyo School of the Japanese Language the four lines im-are
Page 10on

38 Nampeidai-machi Shibwya-ka, Tokyo 
Phone : 46-4812 and 40-7260

on
the same

to thisattention
that the

to
Regular, Special, Correspondencet and Evening 

Courses for elementary^ intennediate, and 
advanced students * * **

Dear Editor: 
It was a great joy and blessing for 
spend a few days at the Bible Con

ference in Karuizawa this past week. 
The Unity of the Spirit manifest among 

missionaries from many
to praise the

us
September Q―December 18 

.......... January 6—March 2Q

• Fall Quarter :.…

• Winter Quarter :

• Spring Quarter :
•Summer Schools at Karuizawa, Lake Nojiri, and

to

April 6—Julヌ1 mis-so many
sionary societies caused 
Lord for His faithfulness to His Word.

To meet nnd counsel with 
of the

manyso
July 13一August 30Toh^o : of the Lord gave us a 

little insight into the various problems 
of Christian work in Japan. It is true, 
the opposition of the world, the flesh, 
and the devil is evident, but

servants

GodCENTENNIAL
Bible Story Book

our
His people.has guaranteed victory 

John could write “Greater is He that 
is in you than he that is in the world.” 
I John 4:4. Our confidence is that “He 
is able to do exceeding abundantly above 
all that

to

ask or think, according to 
the power that worketh in 
3:20.

we
us.” Eph.ALL 5 VOLUMES COMPLETED

The past years of faithful seed 
ing and harvesting 
purposes n crop, 
tinuc steadfast in prayer and giving out 
of His Word, knowing that it will 
accomplish that which He pleases. uYe 
shall reap in due 

We shall continue to pray and inter
cede for Japan that He will gather in 
a bountiful harvest before

sow-
means that God 

It is for us all to con-
FIVE VOLUME SET ¥1600 

O.T. Set (3 Vols.)

N.T. Set (2 Vols.)

Each Volume

POSTAGE ¥ 100

¥1000 

¥ 650 

¥ 350

POSTAGE Y 75

if ye faint not.POSTAGE ¥ 75 season

POSTAGE Y 50 Lordour
returns.

Yours in His 
Wonderful Grace, 
John G. Mitchell

A-5 size 320 pages
48 pages full color pictures 
Large 丨2 point type

Dear Editor:
As always, I enjoyed reading jhe 

JAPAN HARVEST (Aug. issue), 
when I read 
tion more than 1%,M and “it is too early 

say,M I got a sad, sinking feeling, 
not forget that the Lord HiiTi" 

self spoke of harvest by others rather 
than by those who had done the sowing. 
Let us remember that He too realized

At your bookstore or order from: But
just a frac-

Mi
15:pageon

^ctpcin ^unda^ School ni校協会日曜吏 ion

36 Mita Matsuzaka-cho, Shiba, Minato-ku, Tokyo 
Telephone 44-6644 Furikae: Tokyo141,926

to
Let us
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that there might be sowers who did not 
reap the harvest of their own labor, and 
let us realize that He expected harvests 

Believing the literal 
truth of every word of the Scriptures
1 believe in instantaneous conversions. 
But I certainly do not believe that every 
effort,
campaign, which does not result in such 
a miracle, is wasted. I have seen too 
much of what I might call the cumula
tive influence of the Word to doubt that 
it has lost its power to save, if it docs 
not bear visible fruit within a 

This spring I was called upon to tell 
the story of “life through Christ” 
the funeral service of a railway official. 
One week earlier he had been told that 

incurably ill. German dea
conesses and a student from 
school were admitted; they found 
not only hungry for the word of Life, 
but one who accepted, was baptized and 
at once began to urge others to accept 
Christ. Even after he 

> kePt 
53, but
gone to a Bible class in Kyoto and had 
never been able to forget what he 
learned. There
sown good seed. I wonder if he 
ported: No results. They 
than 30 years later. About a month 
ago, I was again asked to attend another 
funeral in the same place. And it 
a high privilege to speak of Christ, 
old lady baptized when 82 had passed
2 happy years 
Savior. But in her 
sown more than 60 years ago,; then she 
was removed to a church-less place. 
But
work in her immediate neighborhood.

came to them and what she heard 
revived all that had been sown in her 
heart 60-70 years ago.

It would be great always to
100% results; but let us not give 

the devil any cause to rejoice by think
ing that all is lost if 
Word bear fruit within a year. This 
is not to undervalue the most earnest 
and strenuous follow-up work after a 
large campaign; that, too, may 
necessary as the finest

always keep in mind that the Word 
of God IS living, and IS able to save, 
even after one or many cold winters have 
passed. Let us ever hope, trust and pray 
that many of those who have not 
sponded even after one full year of wait
ing may do so after 5,10, 20, 30 may 

more years.
living. It SHALL accomplish that for 
which it has been sent.

“In the morning sow seed, and in the 
evening be not idle, for you do not 
know which shall prosper, this or that, 

whether both shall have equal 
cess.” (Eccl. 10:6). Even the Otsu 
paign may still bear glorious fruit. 
Hope, trust, pray.

NEW TITLES in the...........

POCKET巳〇〇K SERIES

.. 之laterat seasons.

A Happy Marriage”No.12 けwhen it is a big citynot even
by Junp Hatori 

A much-needed little booklet
Especially

the Scriptural 
meaning, purpose and result of a God-planned, Christian 

Deals with the folly and ultimate regret
Explains the true

on
for

Christian marriage.
unequal yoke 

meaning of a Christian marriage in relation to Christ 
and the Church.

ofyear. union.anYoung

Peopleat

Helpful, interesting and practical. 
¥ 20 each 10 for ¥ 190he was

Bibleour
a man True Happiness

by Akira Hatori

No.13 ft

Good

Here's a comforting message for the tried and 
discouraged. Gives basic teaching from the Beatitudes, 
with a clear salvation message.

A series of eight radio messages, carefully edited
in booklet form.

forwas delirious he 
till his last breath. Heon was

Generalthan 30 years ago he hadmore
Distribution

available for wideand usenow
who hadwas a man 10 for ¥ 190¥ 20 eachre-

came more Word of Life Press
Mail Order Dept.

1-2 Chomc, Kitazawa Clio, Seta gay a Ku, Tokyo 
FuriLao s Tokjo 79904.

was
An

live witness for heras a
the seed wascase

The Bible Basis off Missions
by R. H. Glover

German deaconesses startedsome

She How the Biblical method of missions works.
"The writer points out that history records no instances 、 

nations being reformed by any semi-political or Jof groups
social message. But when the Church held and propagated 
the biblical doctrine of redemption and reconciliation and 

itself to the task of bringing the individual soul into 
life through Jesus Christ, groups and nations were 

influenced and changed."
A timely book of instruction and edification, especially 

fitting at this Centennial hour of Japan's church.

or
30.see

^ 60 or
gave
newdo not see thewe

he as
¥ 200190 pages.But letsermons.

us
for your Christmas shopping list.................

** Attractive Christmas cards, stationery and bookmarks 
Japanese Scripture calendars 
"The Gospel for the Millions " gift subscriptions 

** Novel Sunday School items for gifts and rewards 
** The 1960 missionary calendar in English and Swedish 
** Beautiful English Cnristmas cards with attractive 

Japanese

**
re- **

The Word ISbe 60
scenes

For further information write to.

Word of Life Press
Mail Order Dept.

1-2しhome, Kitazawa Cho, Sctagaya Ku, Tokyo 
FuriLao : Tolijo 79904.

suc-or
cam-

J.M.T. Winther
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Keeping up with the 11 to 20. Had it been scheduled for 
two weeks later, it would have been 
washedNEWS by Typhoon Vera. That 
may well have been the last time for 
many of Nagoya’s citizens to hear the 
message of salvation through Christ.

Of most interest to evangelical pastors 
and missionaries

out

the Japan Pro
testant Centennial (JPC) meetings held 
in key cities throughout Japan during 
the month of October. The principal 

held in Tokyo, from

were
Victor Springer, editor

from 1952 through 1957. As Mr. Board- 
man takes responsibility for the Navi
gator work in the Upper Orient, Viet- 

presentative Warren Myers 
leadership for Southeast Asia.

EMAJ HOLDS ANNUAL MEET
meetings
October 5 to11;with similar meetings 

smaller scale set for Sendai, Na
goya, Osaka, Kyoto, Kobe, Hiroshima, 
Fukuoka, and Okayama. The 
porters of the meetings include 
2,000 pastors and missionaries who have 
subscribed to the official basis of partici
pation:
only infallible, inspired Word of God, 
the only rule of faith and practice.” 
Featured speakers
Smith, pastor of People’s Church in 
Toronto,
church since the days of the Apostles;(. 
Edward J. Young, Prof, of Old Testa- 

Westminster Theological

were
Karuizawa, ep/a...‘‘No other 

field in the world has been
mis-

on aso as-nnm rcsion
throughly sowed down with the gospel 
seed
wide-spread seed-sowing 
plans a harvest，’’ stated Gordon K.

Presbyterian mis
sionary, at the 11th annual EMAJ con
vention in Karuizawa.

Keynote speakers for the historic 
Centennial conference 
Maxwell, founder and head of the 
Prairie Bible Institute in Canada; and 
Dr. John Mitchell, pastor of the Central 
Bible Church in Portland, Oregon. 
Other features of the conference were 
the International Night, featuring mis
sionaries from 24 foreign 
strategic panels 
:oncepts of thought and practical mis- 
;ionary problems. Morning Prayer 
sessions were led by Rev. Joseph 
Carroll.

sumes
orders aJapan. God sup-

some
neveras

unless He
WLP SALES CLIMB

Chapman, veteran Tokyo, ep/a….Expansion of sales 
outlets in the past two years has greatly 
increased the volume of sales, reports 
TEAMs literature arm, the Word of 
Life Press. Sales for the first six 
months of 1959 were in excess of §50, 
000, representing a tremendous impact 
of the printed page 
literate nation.

theBelief in the Bible as

Oswald J.Dr. L. E. werewere

missionary-mindedmost

the world’s moston

ment
Seminary; Roger Nicole, Prof, of 
Theology at Gordon Divinity School; 
and Roy LeCraw, prominent Christian 
layman, and former mayor of Atlanta, 
Georgia.

With JPC meetings geared mainly 
for believers, the Tokyo Centennial 
Crusade was formed to reach the masses 
of those in Tokyo still outside the 
gospel. Dr. Oswald J. Smith teamed 

with Dr. Timothy Dzao, Chinese 
evangelist, to speak at five of Tokyo’s 
public halls from October 11 to1/. jfhe 
final rally
Tokyo’s largest public hall, the Koku- 
gikan, in Kuramae. Some of the meet
ings were broadcast 
commercial radio stations.

at

countries; and 
Japanese

SMITH PAMPHLET DENOUNCED
on various

Manila, ep/a •…In 
basting Dr. Oswald J. Smith’s pam
phlet, “The Roman Catholic Bible Has 
The Answer,” the “Sentinel,” a Catholic 
weekly newspaper urged Catholics, “Act 
now! Burn, destroy all anti-Catholic 
literature that

article lam-an

At the annual election of officers, Dr. 
Hideo Aoki, director of the Ochanomizu 
Student Christian Center, 
vice president of EMaJ, with Frank 
Bickcrton and Arthur Seely being 
elected membcrs-at-large.

Following the EMAj Conference at 
Karuizawa Union Church, the annual 
conference for the deepening of the 
spiritual life
Maxwell and Dr. John Mitchell 
the leading speakers. Prayer sessions 
were lead by Rev. Will Schubert of 
1 aiwan.

Theelected comes your way. 
article continued, “The tract’s eleven 

urderously dripping with 
They sacrile-

was
up

pages
anti-Catholic
giously juggle Catholic Bible 
ridicule and distort things most dear 
and sacred to Catholics.... In view of

arc m
venom.

held attexts to October 17on was

Oswald J. Smith’s performance, will the 
Baptist Bible Church 
the distribution of his misleading( not 

say diabolical)

75 of Japan’sheld. Again Dr. L.E. overwas
discontinuenowwere

to tract.
(FENS) JPC SPEAKERS

The EMAJ called a nation-wide 
October 12-13 instrategy conference 

Tokyo to discuss the effective covering 
generation with the

on CENTENNIAL EVANGELISM

of Japan in
Christian message. On hand 
the discussions were Dr. Oswald Smith 
of Toronto, Canada; Dr. Harold E. 
Street Of Evangelical Literature Over
seas; and Dr. Clarence Jones, of World 
Radio Missionary Fellowship.

Tokyo, ep/a. . . Following a 
summer campaign 

evangelistic outreach 
scale, the Protestant Centennial meetings 
went into high gear in the fall, with 
the following crusades:

Rev. Hal Herman, under the sponsor
ship of the Full Gospel Churches of 
the Tokyo 
crusade in three of Tokyo’s public 
auditoriums during September.

From September 16 to October 4, Dr. 
David Morkcn held a city-wide 
paign in Fukuoka, key city of the 
southernmost island of Kyushu. The 
Morkcn campaign was sponsored by 400 
churches in the Fukuoka

our spring 
intensive 

nation-wide
lead and of ito

on a

held montharea a oneBOARDMAN REPLACES 
ROBERTSON

..New Director of the 
and Okinawa is

Tokyo, ep/a.
Navigators for Japa

Bob Boardman. Former direc- 
Roy Robertson returned to America 

in June with his three children, follow
ing the sudden death of his wife, i-ois. 

worked with

veteran
tor

area.
In Nagoya, Japan's third largest city, 

Koji Honda
crusade that

the featured speaker 
from September

servicemenBoardman 
and nationals in Japan and Okinawa

was
in a ran (I. fo r.) LeCraw, Young, Swith/ Nicole.
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fjpfdl鱗髮。熟
TYPHOON VERA LASHES JAPAN

Nagoya, Japan, ep/a Missionary 
Betty Loudermilk had had a difficult 
year at Heaven House, a small 
phanage just outside Nagoya. First 
she discovered that neither of the 
founders of the orphanage would be 
returning to Japan, thus leaving her in 
sole charge of the work, which she had 
accepted on a temporary basis.1 hen in 
February of this, year a fire had com
pletely razed one of the two main build
ings, making it necessary to crowd all 
the children into one building. Now 
it was September 26,1959, and as she 
heard news of the approach of 
the worst typhoons in the history of 
Japan, Belly lamented that she had 
shutters or storm doors to protect the 
windows that would soon be struck by 
160-MPH winds packed by the typhoon. 
With fervent prayer to God for help in 
a time of real need, Betty and her 
Japanese co-workcr did what they could 
to prepare for the arrival of the typhoon, 

> which was headed directly for Nagoya. 
Failure of electricity plunged the house 
into darkness; and as the raging winds 
battered the home, roof tiles were blown 
away and windows blown in, permitting 
the rain to pour in freely from every 
direction. Flying glass from 41 broken 
window panes made deep gashes in 
many of the walls, but miraculously 
none of the children 
scratched. ‘‘We thought 
pretty bad,” said Betty, “with not a dry 
spot in the house to even sleep; but 
after we have seen so many houses 
completely destroyed around here, 
are thankful for a roof over our heads.

.様铪or-
81

two

ofone

no
::r

V

Opening night of Tokyo JPC
JPC Speakers and Central Committee members the platform.on

with it.JAPAN PROTESTANT CENTENNIAL 
TOKYO CONVENTION ENDS

Japanese i
3. We support the present nations 

constitution, recognizing that it is in 
accord with Biblical principle in safe
guarding our fundamental human rights 
of freedom of religion on the principle 
of separation of religion and state.

4. For the sake of maintaining the 
true relationship between State and 
religion that is involved in the three 
articles above,
good fight of taith** unitedly 
basis of

in connection

TOKYO... The final of the
6-day Tokyo convention of the Japan 
Protestant Centennial (JPC) meeting 
at the Nihon oeinen Kaikan closed 
Sunday Oct.11,passing this significant 
resolution:

session

were even 
had it In accordance with the Holy Scrip- 

bclieve is the infallible
we

ture, which 
Word of the only true God, the Creator 
of the heavens and the earth and the

we pledge to “fight thiswe
theon

belief in the Bible.our common
THE TOKYO CONVENTION OF 
THE JAPAN PROTESTANT 
CENTENNIAL, October 11,1959

taken requesting the 
JPC Central Committee to implement 
this decision.

2. Then it 
to formulate a positive program for the 
perfection of the work of translating the 
biblc into modern Japanese.

3. To consider all possibilities of 
foreign missionary work being under
taken by the Japanese church.

Sovereign Ruler of Human history, we, 
meeting together, to celebrate the first 
century of Protestant missions in Japan 
make this resolution 
for the coming second century of Pro
testant missions here.

During the past 100 years, we as 
Christians in many respects 
of the Scriptural command to put away

individuals 
this

we

In the aftermath of the terrible storm, 
listed as dead our testimonyas5,000 miss-over

ing, with
The Jiyugaoka Church, built by mis
sionary Wilbur Lingle only a year ago, 
was destroyed. As of this date, how- 

i ever, there have been 
casualties among missionary 
workers, for which grateful thanks is 
offered unto God.

were 1.Action wasthan 1，000,000 homeless.more

1.
voted to take stepsshort was

reports of 
national

no
all idolatry in our life 
and as a nation. As 
before God

or
reflectwe on

deeply repent of 
2. In accordance with the command 

love

our sin.we

nationof Holy Scripture, 
and
come a nation

HONGKONG EVERY CREATURE we our
tly desire that Japan may be- 

where obedience to the
earnes

CRUSADE
only God and the authority of Christ 
is the State principle. Henceforth, 
will endeavor with all

Hongkong, ep/a. . .In a determined 
effort by the Oriental Missionary Society 

get packets of “Christian witness 
literature” into the hands of thousands 
of shack dwellers—hapless refugees 
living in clapboard hovels—eight 
have fanned out into the area, working 
under the supervision of missionary 
Dale McLain. The program is the first 
phase of
Crusade'* to be conducted systematically 
throughout the colony. “I 
vinced/* says McLain, “that if most of 
these unfortunates are to ever hear the 
Gospel, we must go to them where they

will

SOS
might

guard against the mistake or introducing 
any elements of pagan religion into any 
state-related affairs and seek to eliminate

Scr Stampstoourto

WHY THROW MONEY AWAY?
Wc transform used postage stamps into Gospel 
tracts. 730.000 Japanese. Chinese. Gagalog and 
English copies o( ChrittUa literature already 
printed from the money mide by converting ill 
kinds of used iUmp$ (Japanese or foreign). So 
haog an envelope near your desk* put all your 
stamps In and when it*i full, send to：

Tsuyoshi Ttdcnuma. cxcc. see.. J.E.O*M.9 
M2. 4-Shimoukaldo. Suginami Ku. Tokyo

ASK (or
FREE ••STAMP.COLLECTOR.S" ENVELOPES.

teams
all such elements. Specifically, since the 
Ise Shrine is religious, 
great importance are: 
not receive any special 
the State on the ground 
having an intimate relationship to the 
Imperial family, of being a “spiritual 

for the Japanese people, or for 
the sake of the age-old ubeautiful 
custom” of ancestor worship: 2) That 
there shall be no compulsion upon the

two matters of 
1)That it should 

treatment from 
title of

O.M.S. “Every Creaturean
or

am con

center

Waiting for them to comeare.
(FENS)do.never
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recently returned to Hiroshima and 
was

We drove 
roads. New

met by my friend at the
quickly along well-paved 

buildings stood oi 
sides of the streets. Children 
playing in vvell-plnnned parks. The 
pedestrians went about their business in 
orderly fashion.

I could not help but think of my first 
impressions of the city years ago. Even 
then, the citizens of the city 
delighted with their recovery from the 
atomic bomb, but to me Hiroshima 
still a

station.

both
were

quitewere

was
ightmare of rut-infesied dirt 

roads and endless 
shacks. Everyone

of woodenrows
was wandering around 

jn confusion. Bedraggled children play- 
the streets, and tottering bridges 

and ruins seemed to be insurmountable 
barriers to the *35 Ford taxi that rattled 
its way toward my destination. Scrawled 

the walls of shattered

ing in

on buildings
the words, No More Hiroshimas.”

丁hese people had unwillingly been 
plummeted into the limelight. Now 
tl)ey were, without their consent, made 
historically famous, 
determined

were

But they
dig their way out of the 

(Just and ashes of war. They had 
do it vvithout the help of loved ones 
and neighbors because the population 
had suddenly been cut in half. The 
city officially estimated that 215,000 died.

The flame of

were
to

to

courage has slowly but 
surely cleared away all the ugly ruins. 
All but one. This one desolate hulk 

building is allowed to stand within 
the shadows of the
of

今 peace buildings 
• reminder of war’s futility. The 

signs, No More Hiroshimas” 
but the

new
as a

are gone,
city is host annually to many 

people who assemble to demonstrate 
against the H-bomb.

ぶ麵
•“"'4 3 It must be said, however, that the 

people of the city itself are not “anti- 
American.”冬み•う Having lived there_ many
years we have never once been embaras- 
sed by any anti-foreign demonstrations. „ 
丁he people 

monstrate their 
rebuild a better

••ノv〆
*一:. tr：'.し》•—

want most of all to de
courage and ability to 

. city after the
experiences of war. Given a few 
years, Hiroshima will be 
most beautiful cities in the Orient.

Many have asked if these

tragic 
more 

of theone

-experiences 
Jiave adversely affected Christian work. 
f1 ^ems to me they have not. Nowhere 
in Japan is Christian work 
after the

easy. Right 
'var, Hiroshima received a 

great deal of attention from evangelists. 
There was much sincere effort put forth 
^ bring these suffering people to Christ, 
ihere was apparently a large response 
t0 these efTorts. However, the growth 
of the church has 
ally large.

There

not been unusu-

are several 
One, the churches 
destroyed. Many 
several years. Pastors and

for tms.reasons 
were almost 100% 

were not rebuilt for
congregations 

vyere scattered. Interested “seekers,” 
therefore, could not find a church home.

JAPAN HARVEST



Jogakuin schools, while the 
devoted to evangelistic work, establish
ing churches and teaching in a 
Bible school. Two missions, the 
tian and Missionary Alliance and Au- 
gustana Lutheran, regard Hiroshima 
the center of their work in Japan.

It could be said that a more active 
cooperative cfFort in Hiroshima by the 

gclical churches would pay greater 
dividends in church growth. More 
attention should be paid to the thousands 
of students in the university. There 

several large ship building yards, 
steel works, and truck assembly plants 
which might
chaplaincy. From Hiroshima 
there are numberless smaller communi
ties that can be reached in pjionccr work.

The real need of Hiroshima—and all

make theAlso they
18 hours of steady toil to keep body and 
soul together. They found 
church. Thus the golden day of har
vest passed while the local churches 

position to assimilate

pressed every day with cooperation
and bring it to the

rest arcgave utmost 
meeting a success 
attention of the citizens.

towere

local
Chris

time forno
In social work the churches and mis

sions have not invested large amounts 
of money. One reason is that the task 
was so huge that the resources of the 
churches and missions could not begin 
to meet the need. The city and national 
government have established orphanages 
and hospitals, but because of their nature 

religious group has exclusive privi- 
of ministry in them.
-Protestant churches in the city 
number about 22. They nearly all 

postwar buildings. Their 
programs are about average. As 
sperity returned to Hiroshima, the people 
found their security and comfort in 
material things. The united evangelistic 
and social work of the churches is about

asnew
believers.

There have been many examples 
which prove that Hiroshima citizens 

angry toward foreigners and Chris
tianity. For instance during 
Christmas season the missionaries of the

are
not evnn

one
no
leges < 

The
city approached a local department 
store manager with the request 
a prominent show-window for display
ing the scene of the nativity, 
manager showed a very cooperative 
spirit. Had the approach been earlier 
the permission would have been granted. 
He suggested that the Nativity story 
be printed in leaflet form and distributed 
to the store’s 
the city
features, to project slides of the nativity 
and play a recorded narrative explaining 

y the birth of Christ. About two years 
ago the Japan National S.S. convention 

in Hiroshima. The city officials

to use are
now
haveThe industrialnew warrant an

hubpro as a

Japan—is a lasting peace.1 he kind o£ 
peace which 
of the Gospelo£ Jesus Christ. The mis
sionaries are looking to God’s people 
hammer away at the power of Satan 
through unabating intercessory prayer 
that the

Theatres in average for any Japanese city of equal 
size and make up. Surely the spiritual 
progress of the city has not kept pace 
with the material

through thecustomers. comes entrance
willing, betweenwere main

to
recovery.

丁he pastors of the city are assisted in 
their work by about 15 missionaries. 
Of these about half

of God may come topeace
Hiroshima一and all Japan.teachers at themet are

By A. Paul McGarvey

Hiroshima

October, 1959



introduce tually sterile. There must be a recogni
tion of the primacy of prayer, the author-

reliance

HE subject which 1 
and present for discussion is “Ef

fective Personal Work.” This is not my 
task by virtue of expertness in this type 
of ministry or because of being successful 
above others, but rather, at least in part, 
the task is mine due to my conviction 
that this ministry is crucial and that 
to fail here is to fail in the whole.

T am to

ity of the Word and 
upon the Spirit. If 
knows not God, it is anachronistic to 
put too much confidence in a reasoned 
approach.

Friends, when 
for Christ

our
by wisdom

try to disciple a 
asking for a 

miracle spelled with capital letters. 
Here is a Japanese doctor, farmer, 
student, or merchant. God has put him 

her within the sphere of my ministry 
It will be a

we
man we are

I. PRIMARY PREREQUISITES
that there are certain 

must 
dis-

It seems to
fundamental propositions which 
be stated as a background to 
cussion.
A. A Knowledge of the Comprehen- 

^ Task

me

and given 
miracle if he is transformed into the

hisme ear.our

likeness of Christ Jesus. That should 
bend my knees, my Bible, and 

when it does, a
of s, open 

• And
siveness our

It seems to me that this personalized break my heart 
ministry must first of all be motivated 
by the firm
tion of the missionary task renders it 
indispensable.

“Go therefore and make disciples of 
nil nations.” Matt. 29:19.

miracle may happen.
C. A patient waiting for fruit.

Five years ago a young man with a
glowing personality and warm testi
mony suddenly left our Christian fellow
ship. He

Here is to be found Christ’s directive Nothing could bring him back. Two
to His own. It is not simply to make months ago I received a letter from him •
known the good news, nor is it merely stating that he
to give instruction or direction. Rather 
it is to make disciples―observant, obe
dient disciples of Jesus Christ.

reminded of the prayer of a 
Congo missionary. “God hasten the 
day when we will see Christ traversing 
these jungle trails in black skin.” No 
less will do. Even a cursory look at 
the Gospels will reveal that our Lord 
neither neglected the multitudes 
over-looked the individuals. Constantly 
we see Him withdrawing from the 
crowd to school the disciple.

It may be fairly questioned whether 
we are by example and teaching raising sovereign,
up personal workers in our churches. it listeth.” It prays; it pleads; and it

have a balanced emphasis? Do patiently waits for fruit.
D. An understanding of our Japanese 

all-important? Is friend and his problems.
gelism itself relegated 

rather than meeting 
where and as they arc with a Chris

tian witness? Arc we in clanger of know 
loving man in the abstract and neglect- must know. Japanese 

door?

that defini-convicuon our

adamant in his decision.was

coming back to the 
Lord. Four weeks ago I sat with him 
in his home, several hundred miles from 

He said, “As

was

soon as I re-my own.
turned to the church, I wrote you. I 
knew you 
right. For four years as the Spirit 
brought him to mind, we had prayed. 
And God’s Holy Spirit answered, and 
reminded him that

concerned. He waswere

someone was con
cerned.nor

be equated with 
Rather it

Patience is not to 
indifference or unconcern.
takes lessons from the longsuffering of 
God. It has learned that the Spirit is 

that “the wind bloweth where

1)0
give the impression that 

and numbers
statisticswe

are
Does it seem trite to say that among 

those things which a fisherman mustv 
know is fish? A fisher of men must

personal 
limes and

toevan
seasons

men
A fisher of Japanese 

men.
menmen.

are here on the 
have no busi- 

conccrned. 
to Christ because

Wc recognize that 
King’s business or else 

being here. Wc 
We long to lead men

have learned to love Him and He

ing the one at our 
B. There must be a spiritual prepara
tion.

we
we

ness are
obviously necessary that 

it is useless to talk, about effective per
sonal work without it. It is here that

This is so
we
has taught 

It is
to love them, 

my belief that
us

Japaneserecognize that human resources arc 
limited at best. Proficiency in language, friends recognize a depth of conviction,

it and

our

insight into the Japanese psychology, 
knowledge of comparative religions, 
ability in argumentation

a heart of
that this will be the greatest factor, 
humanly speaking, in effectiveness. But

when they secconcern

be spiri-can

PER
JAPAN HARVEST
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exceptional element inTo put this into focus I will quote Dr. 
T. N. Callaway. "The average Japan- 

Buddhist has given little attention 
to the doctrinal content of the religion 
which he

Japanese,
their psychology.”（p.192) We have 
heard at least one veteran missionary 
take exception to this. But 

chat many
emphasis on, healings, prosperity

primary appeal? Can 
awaken (or assist in the awakening 

of) latent motivations? These 
portant questions. And there is anoth- 

What admirable qualities of cha- 
Japancse friends 

built upon in bring them to faith and 
Christian fruitfulness?

it is this very concern which motivates 
desire to know him better and to 

much

arc an
my

possible of thelearn
plexities of his psychology, the intrica
cies of his thinking, the accruements of 
his culture.

esccomas
allwe are

automatically 
family heritage. Aside from weddings, 
funerals, occasional visits to the temple 

for the dead

sects put strongreceives as a aware new
etc.

What iis our
II. PERENNIAL PROBLEMS to cele-to say 

brate
masses or we

special festival, the common 
Buddhist has scanty contact with his 
religion.
Japanese Buddhism” JCQ April 1958) 
Or, to quote Mr. J. Natori: **Take away 
the superstitious observations of 
people not Christians in Japan and their 
remaining religious belief is all but 
existent." (Historical Stories of Chris
tianity in Japan p.173)

On the other hand there

individual, 
involved

When we deal with 
various interwoven factors

some arc lm-an
are

(cf. The World-View ofat once.
A. Communication 
This further breaks down:
1. Language: Here 
a most important and crucial factor to 
effective personal work. And most of

would readily admit inadequacies. 
The problem is even more acute in the 
farm areas. The missionary who 
understand the farmer who works the 
field adjacent to his home deserves a 
medal of honor.
2. Meaning: We must face the fact 
that while our words ideally signify 
what we understand from them, they 
practically mean what the hearer infers

^ from them. Ideally and theoretically I 
have said what I intended; actually I 
have said what he understood. Take 
common words like God, justice, holi
ness, sin, salvation, heaven. What do 
individuals A, B and C understand 
from these words? We may 
agree and yet be poles apart.

In this regard 
ourselves back to the fundamentals. 
Wc must sit where this particular Japa
nese sits, and start from there. This 
may be tiresome, but it is essential. We 
cannot build on sand. 2) We must be 
clear in our own thinking. For 
pie God not only comes before sin, but 
sin comes before sins. One is the root, 
the other is the fruit. Are we clear on 
the distinction?

must be students of differences. 
What are the likely misunderstandings? 
4) We must attempt to discover this 

5 individual’s understanding of the various

er.
beracter in canour

all mostrecognizewe
D. Philosophy 

Here again 
dons. I will take

could ask many ques- 
which I feel to

non- we
one

be basic. Again I quote from Professor 
Watanabe (op. cit.) “There is no ‘truth.’ 
Truths are always plural and momcntal. 
There is no eternal criterion of truth... 
History of theology, philosophy, ethics 
shows constant strife and change. With 
all limitations, no human being can say, 
‘It is true. Such skepticism is by 
means confined to Japan, but is particu
larly deep and widespread here if 
Watanabe and others arc correct. Yet 
the ultimate polemic for Christianity 
must forever be that it is 
shall

thosecan are
adherents of other religions who 
both well-informed and thoroughly 
vinced. And there 
Sooka Gakkai which place strong 
phasis
certain scriptures held to be sacred.

These considerations give 
number of questions germane 
discussion. To what

arc
con-

sects such asare
em-

polemic approach and onon a
no

rise to a 
to our 

extent must the
missionary be versed in other religions? 
How important is it to determine the 
position of the individual inquirer 
concerns other religions?

Further, how shall 
petitive religions? Shall 
Argue? Explicate differences? Is it 
safe to build

Howtrue.
proceed?as we

III. PRACTICAL POINTERSregard 
denounce?

seem to com-we
1.Be convinced but not cantankerous 
and contentious. One

we
1)Bring know thewe must: can

seeming similarities? limitations of any system of apologetics 
and yet have a deep, personal 
tion that is peculiarly

on
C. Psychology

When Mr. Kazutake Watanabe says 
established religion, Buddhism 

is dead, but the spirit and philosophy is 
in every drop of Japanese blood” (JCQ 
April 1958) he has pointed out our 

at this point. Confucianism 
and Shinto exert strong influence here 
also. Nor should it be forgotten that 
secularism, materialism and hedonism 

high tide.
Think of the negation of the indi

vidual in Japanese culture in contrast 
with the Christian emphasis 
dividual’s responsibility toward God. 
How can this gap be bridged?

Think of the motivational patterns. 
A respected Japanese pastor said to me, 
“Remember this. The average Japanese 
today has no serious thoughts about the 
future. He is just concerned with the 
problems of today.”

Jean Stoetzel in

convic-
communicativc. 

“I know Whom I have believed.”As
2. Don’t forget a personal testimony, 

arc witnesses.
3. Be a good listener as well as a good 
speaker. Find out what your friend 
believes, what he understands from 
certain words, his personal problems,

Wcexam-

concern

3) Wc etc.
4. Remember the variety of individual 
diflerences. Discard the stereotypes.
5. Take people to the point to which 
we arc equipped to take them. The 
best that most oE 
leave the avid inquirer with a mountain 
of questions and problems. Remember

have allies in that there arc many 
wise, experienced, concerned Japanese 
Christian workers. Don’t forget that 
silent ally, a good Christian book! 
Perhaps there is one addressed to his 
particular problem. Is there a Christian 
broadcast
encourage your friend to listen in?
6. Don’t falter for fear of failure.

are at

the in-lmportant concepts.
3. Getting to the problem: If 
problem is to attain mutual understand- 

what is said, another is to try 
get at what is not said. Quite pos

sibly this will be most important. Our 
Japanese friend particularly has a reluc
tance to speak to the heart of his pro
blem.
B. Religion

on
do will stillus canone

ing
to wc

Without the 
Chrysanthemum and the Sword” says: 
“. it
religious needs, while not unknown to

your station ? Whyhere distinguish between the 
doctrinal content of reli-

notLet onus
callappears that whatteaching

gion and the cultural accompaniments.
or

SONAL WORK
By Dave Hesselgrave
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DO FIGURES

LIE?
explanation?without qualification 

Does not the same God of Truth expect 
us to share with His praying people 
everywhere enough additional informa
tion to enable them to make a mature

Lovers o£ Jesus love the lost. As 
nationwide Centennial evangelism tallies 
begin to total up significantly, patient 

.. ' the Lord’s harvest rejoice.
Gerry Johnson reports 

April the three teams and six evangelists 
working with him have held 676 meet
ings with a cumulate attendance of 50,- 
000, of which 4,282 made decision for 
Christ.

With approximately two-thirds of the 
scheduled 320 meetings in 110 cities 
completed, the New Life League

than 3,200 decisions 
from among 22,000 hearers have been 
recorded. They have taken 10,000 
decisions
Since the results of the 
effort
figure, that goal is yet well within 
reach.

or

toilers in
that since

judgment about the progress of His work 
in Japan?

For that reason, the survey of the 
results of last year’s city-wide campaigns

shock-

::by , Max H.X:
JamesThese figures 

the earlier
continues. are as

Baptist church) baptized 262 
converts, leading by exactly 100 the near- 

competitor among Lousiana Baptist 
churches.” Is that the purpose of keep- 

records? To 
one’s “competitor” has been surpassed?

Most Christians remember David’s 
sin in numbering the people, and many 
ask, “Is it a sin to record numbers 
This is not the place 
meaning of David’s sin in numbering 
the people, but the fact that God 
allowed similar numbering elsewhere 
indicates that numbering 
essentially sin. Obviously, it

sin—such as, the sin of man’s 
intrusion into the theocratic preogatives 
of God, or the sin of trusting in human 
resources, or of pride and the deadening 
complacency it produces.

Perhaps this very danger of numbers 
led Spurgeon to say, in

ing certainencourag- 
Evcry possible effort has been made

ones wereas
ing.
to assure accuracy, but this report still 
suffers the limitations of a “mail sur- 

Some churches have been written

estan-
thatnounces more

by what numberseeingvey.
three times, with provision made each 
time for response. It is
entirely possible that a key group 
groups have not been contacted at all, 
despite the 
tics may be as partial

their Centennial objective.
massive Tokyo 

included in the above

convenientas
or

arc not
expound thetaken. 丄 hese statis- tocare

the earlier ones 
plenary, but they do give a different

as
During the brief 

Japan Christian College Gospel 
quickly fanned out from Hokkaido to 
Okinawa. In a few short weeks they 
held 511 meetings (of which 202 
for children), with 37,829 in attendance 
(17,005 children), and 1，235 decisions 
for Jesus (of which 458 
Those figures do 
of two-thirds of the student body who 
returned to their churches,

individual activities.

vacation, 
teams

aresummer
perspective.

The May 21-25, 1958 Amagasaki 
campaign reported 530 decisions. One 
year later,
two still not answering) account for 

received, of which 
baptized and 

continue in regular attend-
I ；

From June 23-27,1958，a city-wide 
held in Shizuoka. Ten

such is notas
leadcan

churches (with at least tosevenwere

only 120 
number only three 
only three

names
children), 

not include the efforts
werewere

ancc.
busy signi

ficantly entitled—“God, All in All,”卜 
“Few of you, probably, are aware of

which God

a sermonwere
camps

Leonard Nipper states that the large 
Tokyo rallies sponsored by 26 Assembly 
churches have scored 12,300 persons of 
high school age and above attending 
and 995 definitely first-time decisions, 

still in

in wasor campaign
churches (again at least two have not 
mailed back the last enclosed “special 
delivery” reply cards) responding to the 

for just 99

the numerous conversions
has wrought in this place during the 
past fortnight. Wc 
publishing numbers, 
timates, but it suffices you to know, and 
us to say, that the Lord has made bare 

and let forth captive souls from 
the bondage of sin.”

God is not

out of not fond ofaccount names aresurvey
a total reported 206 decisions. Of that 
number two have been baptized, but 
seven continue in regular attendance 
with three others coming irregularly.

An earlier campaign held in Nara 
City reported 350 decisions, but five 
churches of the city report they received 
just 22 
baptized, but 
attends church. According to the best 
information yet in hand, the net result 
of that campaign 
If these figures 

still more
ported from these three cities, correction 
will gladly be made. But the truth 
should be made known.

of making es-nor
The meetings 
the time of this writing.

As these figures and those of many 
other splendid groups ink their way into 
print, praying people world-wide will 

their petitions with 
may be

progress atare

his arm

enemy of numbers, that 
is, of the true facts. But He may be the 

of our motives and

an
rightly crown 

However these statistics Of the 22, 
that

enemy of
methods in gathering numbers, of the 
very demand by others for them, and 
of the careless and damaging 
which they may be put.

Bishop Houghton in writing about 
the unfavorable reaction to Amy Carmi- 
chael’s book, THINGS AS THEY 
ARE, said: “One wonders if even to
day the Christian Church really desires 

know the truth about her missionary 
effort. Yet how can prayer be effective 
unless it is based

praise.
analyzed or interpreted, the important 
work they represent will still bless the 
hearts of all who love others because 
of Jesus.

Science, it is said, is primarily the 
making of careful 
the above figures are relatively accurate 
compilations 
just how much do they “measure” the 
real work of God in Japan—even in the 
meetings in which they were recorded ? 
Is it adequate to publish such figures

names. someone was
longereven one no

use to
year later isone zero.

f if there
lasting results to be
are not accurate

Thatmeasurements. are re-

will question. Butno one

Why do wc have numbers? One in
dependent Christian weekly in America 
reported in July, “Last year they (a

to

facts? Endon
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Missionaries ancl Japanese pastors
the outpouring of God’s

arc
rejoicing
blessings during the weeks of the To
kyo Evangelistic Crusade, with Evan
gelist Harold Herman of California. 

Launched

over

direct soul winning 
effort, and aimed toward the lost and

as a

unsaved of the whole Tokyo area, this 
Crusade the longest city-wide gospel 

carried on in this, the
was

campaign 
world’s largest city.

Many thousands attended the gospel 
the Toshima Auditorium,

ever

meetings at 
and crowds ancl altar calls grew larger 

Tokyo'swhen the Crusade moved
auditorium—the Bunkyo.

Hundreds of people from all levels 
of society answered the altar call each 
week. They
the altar—and to go to the prayer 
for careful counseling by a 
trained personal workers. Many of 
those attending the campaign heard the 
simple gospel message explained for the 
first time in their lives. Every effort 

V was made to lead them into a real

to
newest

forward to pray at 
rooms

came

TOKYO CRUSADEcorps of By Leonard Nipper

The Bible school students and prac
tically nil of the Christians of the As
semblies in the Tokyo area, worked 
almost clay and night to handle the 
many phases of the campaign.

Through use of a strong, city-wide 
advertising campaign, a major portion 

made aware of 
this Centennial Crusade for Christ. 
Combined choirs led by the Rev. Ugo 
Nakada proved a great blessing.

More than 10,000large color posters 
placed in street cars, subway cars, 

electric trains, on train platforms, bath
houses, city streets, and elsewhere 
call the people to the meetings.

Students, pastors and workers passed 
out over 350,000 handbills announcing 
the meetings, and over 150,000 “tickets” 
were distributed. Of the handbills, 
120,000 were used as newspaper inserts 
throughout the city. Fifty thousand 
copies of the Tokyo Crusade Magazine 
were given out, and two sound cars 
toured the streets to announce the meet
ings.

Thirty thousand Gospels of St. John 
with special “Crusade 00vers” cam
paign songs, names of sponsoring 
churches, and advice to converts 
included, were used during the Crusade.

Over 15,000 heard the gospel in the 
Tokyo Crusade meetings at the audi
toriums一ancl millions received theex-
sage of Christ in the daily gospel broad
cast over station JOQR, 50,000-watts— 
all during the month of September! 
This is the first such gospel program 
ever to be broadcast daily out of Tokyo 
in the history of Protestant missions in 
Japan.

All persons who entered the Crusade 
meetings, and all who wrote after hear
ing the radio broadcast, were given Gos
pels of St. John and copies of the 
Crusade Magazine. Many

the regular Bible Correspondence

pericnce of salvation and a personal 
knowledge of Jesus Christ. *

Hundreds of converts have already 
attended the follow-up meetings in dif
ferent cooperating churches, and a good 
number 
pondence

One single church had 40 new con
verts from the Crusade in their church

of the Tokyo
enrolled for Bible Corres-arc

courses.

Sunday morning, another had 20 
than

were
and still another, located 
hour’s ride from the Crusade Audito-

more
startedto were

rium, reported that they had 17 from 
the Crusade to visit ancl encourage.

Sponsored by the Japan Assemblies 
of God, with the cooperation of other 
Fi<ll Gospel Churches, including the 
Foursquare and Church of God, the 
crusade
of prayer ancl fasting all 
Leonard Nipper, was chairman of the 

1 Tokyo Evangelistic Crusade. Rev. K. 
Yumiyama, Superintendent of the Ja
pan Assemblies of God, Pastor Yamada, 
and the Rev. Virgil Gingrich, headed

during the
busy weeks of this first, extended gospel 
crusade in Tokyo.

course!
There have been 

testimonies of 
and a number of people were also healed 
physically through faith in the promises 
of Jesus Christ. Some had doctor’s con
firmation of healings.

Sales of Bibles, New Testaments, and 
other Christian books and literature set 

record一and a corps of secretaries 
and workers have been kept busy 
answering radio mail, and communicat- 

with
very high percentage (over 50%) of 

converts have attended the follow-up 
meetings. In one key area or jfokyo, 
negotiations are being carried 
order to rent a hall to care for the con- 

from that section alone.
Everyone feels that the tears, prayers 

anti work, and the use of thousands of 
dollars invested in this campaign for 
souls has been highly fruitful and sig
nally honored of God. Churches 
enlarged, and pastors greatly stimulated 
and inspired by the happy faces of 
converts God has brought into their 
midst.

marvelous 
to Christ—

some
conversions

preceded by six months 
Japan.

was
over

up the main . committees new converts.ing

inon
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PANEL DISCUSSION

ON EVANGELISM
Importance of the Concept of God and Sin— 

The missionary s contribution 

to Evangelism.

is sympathetic with their problems. Do 
belittle their way of life. Show 

them that the Gospel will meet the 
Japanese in their circumstances. It is 

Eastern Gospel, you know! In a 
word, we must relate our terms to their 
background in order to be successful 
in preaching.

The next question by Mr. Hesselgrave 
Our Japanese triends hesitate 

speak of personal problems. They go 
all around, avoiding the crucial issues. 
How are we going to bring them to the 
main point?

This time Mr. Strom answered say- 
Too often we take

HE first question by Mr. Hcssel- ground. The Japanese read into your
words what they like them to mean to 
them. We must understand their back- 

Japancse ground and address our terminology to 
Christ? Mr. Chapman answered: it, and avoid using pet cliches from the

I think the most amazing experiences West. Missionaries consistently
in personal evangelism are in the realm modes of thought totally incompre- 
of the 
revisited 
where

grave addressed to Mr.しnapman 
How much language 
before attempting to lead

notwas:
must we know 

our
anto

use

A while ago
our station in Hokkaido

hensible the people. Japanese peo- 
strangc and mysterious, 

They are plain peo- 
They have the 

will, egocentricity, warped desires. 
After your 2nd furlough you will begin 

things about folks

I tounconscious.
pie are not

evangelized zO years ago. wholly unlike 
As I heard the testimonies of those pie like 
won to Him at that time, I 
surprised to hear of personal incidents 
of which I had not been conscious. We

tous. was:we
selfsameus.

was

to say the 
home as you

atsame
didn’t have much language then. I felt 
my formal presentations 
But

aboutsaying
failure. “these Japanese.” One of our most dis- 

influcncc, according to them, couraging experiences as young mission- 
was through our home. We won them
by inviting them to our home and show- preach, finally give 
ing Christian hospitality. Now that I 
think of it, the early pioneers used 
their homes for evangelism. The Language haywire? No! Something
language of our home is primary.

Turning to Mr. Lu\e, Hesselgrave 
said: One dictionary quotes six dif- proach. Your theological terms, illus-
ferent meanings for our Japanese word trations,
of God. How arc we going to convey them. They do not know what you
Biblical truths through this ambiguous talking about or why. They have been
language?

To this question Mr. Luf^e replied:
I am inclined to relegate this problem 
of meaning to the problem of back-

arc now
the con-overmg:

versation. We tell them what we want 
them to say. We preach instead of 
fellowshipping with them. It takes 
time to draw them out.

were a
our

learn enough language
well-prepared 

message in correct Japanese and find 
that it has mis-fired. What’s the matter?

anes is to to
our

question Mr. Chapman 
replied: Part of the genius of the 
Japanese people is 
directly. On Japanese committees they 

bring up an issue for “yes” 
“no.” They talk around the point until 
they slowly ascertain the general

of thinking. They do not call 
to gather

To the same

avoid speakingmore. Your real trouble is that you 
using a thoroughly Western

to
are ap-

ornever
utterly unfamiliaretc. are to

con-arc
sensus
for a vote. Finally they 
the decision from general feeling and 
drop it there. There is a certain beauty 
to this, for it avoids enmity and division.

uncomprehending because the preacher 
is incomprehensible. The secret to this 
problem is to have a sympathetic eye 
and car that notices their way of life and

seem
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beings cannot bring about any 
There is only ' 

can convict, the Holy Spirit.
On the question：
HOW EFFECTIVE IS EVANGELISM 
DONE BY FOREIGNERS? Kenny 
Joseph gave

From my limited, personal experience,
I believe that the most effective evange
lism that can be done by a foreign mis
sionary is pioneer evangelism, 
course, this pre-supposes working with 

least one Japanese colleague who pre
ferably should not be an interpreter, but 
a full-time Christian worker.

Even the liberals have finally decided 
that there still is a place for “foreign 
missionaries” (to be henceforth called 
“fraternal workers’’)； their place they 
concede is usually in pioneer evangelism, 
breaking
good and bad features entailed with 
being a foreigner. When 
ways before the audience, the relation
ship is very plain; when the foreigner 
leaves, the Japanese still continue with 
them. I’ve always worked this way; with 

• a Japanese associate along. I believe the 
time for the foreigner working 
regular pastor in a Japanese church has 
passed many moons ago. But the time 
for him to serve as an itinerant oj 
pioneer evangelist will 
Jesus

His strong points 
direct message, and his ability to give 
a straightforward invitation requiring a 
“yes” or "no” which calls for seekers, 
and the added interest a foreigner 
still give a meeting. His speaking ability 
in Japanese is a real problem. Unless he 
can speak Japanese, he should either 
use an interpreter 
through his Japanese colleague.

The next greatest need is for the mis
sionary to learn to work through a Ja
panese colleague and keep himself out 
o£ the picture, continually seeking 
push the Japanese associate up front into 
prominence.
And Max lames gave this

In this Centennial Year it is not neces-

convic- 
whoput the Japanese under 

them to lose face, 
back to our mect-

We must never onetion of sin.duress. It may 
They will never come

Let’s have faith for the future.

cause

mgs. •
If the Holy Spirit is working, He will 
bring them back.

At the occasion of another panel Mr. 
Ao/{i brought this question to Mr. Lu\e: 
What is the Japanese concept of a holy 
God?

this answer：

OfHere is Mr. Lut^e s 
elderly Japanese understood the words 
"Chichinaru Kamisama” as the Great 
Turtle Father in heaven. The word 
“Kami” is very difficult. The early 
translators thought a more obscure name 
for God perhaps should be employed 
instead of “kami”. But the Hebrew 
“el” for God 
vocabulary in Biblical times. Thus the 
introduction of the Biblical revelation 

ification of the 
its earlier pagan connotations. 

(Next then followed a summary of 
Callaway’s points on the differences of 
Buddhism and Christianity, saying 
conclusion:) “Buddhism stands for 
monistic idealism whereas Christianity 
stands for pluralistic realism. Thus in 
Buddhism there is no concept of 
tion, a personal God, 
dividual human personality responsible 
to God.

Then Mr. Ao/^i questioned Mr. Lu\e 
the Japanese concept of sin which is 

of utmost importance in evangelism: 
Well then what is the Japanese concept 
of sinr Answer: Ruth Benedict tells 

that Japanese culture is a “shame 
culture” whereas American culture is a 
guilt culture.” The idea of shame is 

sociological, i.e., it deals with man’s 
relationship to 
relationship to God. But the Japanese 
need a guilt complex, for with 
viction of sin they will not seek a 
Saviour from sin.

Oneanswer-.

at

also used in the paganwas

with all theground, evennew
of Godwas a pur 

from
name

two are al-(el)

in

as a
crea-

of in-nor an

pass untinever
comes.

forceful,on are a

us can

part of the Japa- 
genius and abide by it. Let them 

take the lead, until both of you together 
gradually reach the 
what the issue is. It will gradually rise 
to the surface by this method.

Then Mr. Hey wood expressed his 
shouldn’t too

Let’s accept this 
nese

as a

Guilt is a vertical work completelyman.
ground ofcommon

no con-

，thoughts: I feel 
abruptly attack their 
that immediately puts them 
defensive. Let's listen patiently hoping 
to detect some area of dissatisfaction 
where the positive Gospel

And here is what Mr. hn\e replied: 
There is much misunderstanding among 
Japanese about
word 4 sin 1 in Japanese is not what 
think it is. “Sin” (tsumi) in Japanese 
is not

towe
religion, forown

the concept of sin. Theon our
we answer'.

supply say again that evangelism byof guilt but 
offending against established order, the 
failure to keep in line. Failure to keep 
the "creed

much tosary
foreigners IS effective. No country in 
the world has

can a sense anso
the answer.

heard the Gospel 
apart from effective evangelism by for
eigners. Even the Jews heard most effec
tively from One who was from “Above.”

Is the missionary obsolete in 1959? 
Speaking with double meaning, I believe 
the foreigner’s insuppressible initiative, 
dynamic drive, energetic enthusiasm 
traits (I can’t say gifts) which, directed 
by the Spirit and organically united with 
the living Japanese church, are still help
ful and needed. Our respected Japa- 

brothers find it easier to do, and do 
better, something which has been done 

and

Hesselgraue added: But 
explain the basic differences of faiths. 
They feel there is common ground in 
all religion.

He then faced the panel with this 
questions Are we wrong in trying 
hurry them to make a decisionr 

Mr. Strom answered: I feel we must 
have faith for them, that is, faith that 
God will finally bring them through. 
The problem is that we like to believe 
they
when they are not, actually. They agree 
with

we must ever
order of things is what 
of guilt to the Japanese.

or
brings
There is no supernatural standard 
obligation to eternal law. A “sinner 
in Japanese is simply a person who has 
committed a crime, been found out, 
caught, and sentenced to prison, 
the average Japanese is offended when 
called a “sinner.” Thus a Japanese 
honestly say, “I don’t 
having committed a sin. 
essentially amoral一there is no objective, 
real and unchanging criterion of right 
and
deterministic, with 
responsibility. What is the Christian 
reply to this dilemma? We as human

a sense
or

to

Thus arc

can
rememberever

Buddhism is，，
understanding and believingare

nese
Wc need patience, for unless 

them
us.

once than to 
original plan. Also, with amazing, if 
not alarming, 
just to the status quo. Then, they tend

Buddhism is essentially 
concept of moral

conceive execute anthe Holy Spirit 
certainly

wrong.weconvicts
nocannot.

ん conclusion Mr. Luke replied: 
still making mistakes in this

they can amiably ad-ease
area.am
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Christian funeral in a home where the 
arc all Buddhists. The follow

ing case histories will bear this out.
A faithful member of the church of 

1 thought that there was very little hope Kashiwazaki witnessed to Mrs. Muraya-
that, for example, a Christian girl in a ma, 60 years old, during her illness. A
Buddhist family could be given a Chris- short time Inter she expressed faith in
tian funeral. In spite of the opposition the Lord Jesus and specifically requested
of the family, she attended Christian to be given a Christian burial. Further

more, she refused the offer of prayer for 
that she had passed away, the problem healing from a post-war pscudo-religion- 
of the disposal of her 
a clannish family matter in which much 
prestige and religious ‘face’ was involved.
The parish priest would certainly remains, after cremation, were taken to
be called in for a sizable stipend to per- the church for safekeeping. The home
form the last rites, and to enshrine the thereafter was opened for a monthly
ashes together with those of an unbroken service. This was a definite victory for
line of ancestors. Ask for her remains the gospel. At no time is it

wHAT possibilities for evangelism 
there in the funeral? For 

years I have felt that this 
that remained more or less untouchable.

the point of cyni-to be pessimistic
and just plain sin.

So the hustling, bustling foreigner 
with his outlandish, unheard-of schemes 
and dreams and his bubbling, buoyant 
optimism actually can, in the Spirit, 
contribute these to the evangelism of 
Japan. ，

Yet, I’m fed to the point called “lip” 
with these strong, virile missionary 
tributions
weak point,” says S. D. Gordon, “is 
usually the
the pendulum on his strong point, 
the second meaning emerges: these very 
traits arc really taints一besetting sins. 
The Russians have a rocket better than

to
arc survivorscism

was an area

and received baptism. Nowservicescon- 
“A man’sevangelism.to

The family, upon her passing, 
quested the church 
charge of funeral arrangements, and her

became ist.remains
take completeof tooppositeextreme swi

So

told, because 
basic

functions with work-

the Americans, 
they settled long ago upon 
design which 
horse reliability. Or one like an alarm- 
clock which, slammed against a wall, 

while the Americans have a

we are
easier toone

now

still runs,
dainty lady’s watch type, lovely and 
compact, but which simply doesn’t work. 
Our fanciful ideas keep EVA_©busyus so

hardly find enoughinitiating,
people to do the dirty work. So

with the Mad Hatter and

we can
we

outcry
the March Hare, “Move down! Clean 
Cups!” And
cheerful facade of faith that

optimism is such aour
we can 

ourkeep chins up and smiling while 
most intricately initiated ideas explode 

harmlessly 
get o任 the ground.

The most effective evangelism is that 
which is actually done and not merely 
dreamed about. Every method, (if not 
unscriptural), prayerfully and taithfully 
applied, will produce 
ing the fruit healthy and flourishing 
until it reaches ripe maturity is the 
missionary’s greatest problem, 
ply evangelism as such.
丁he missionary has an invaluable con

tribution

ecAe^tfirecrackers andas as never

fruit. Keep-some

by Morris B. Jacobsen
not sim-

for a Christian funeral, in which there 
would be

speak of death and the hereafter than 
at a funeral. This is especially 
in Japan where the word death is avoided 
and
since all the relatives gather for discus
sion, the one in charge of the funeral 
has a golden oDportunity to affect ihc 
tninking of this clannish-minded group.

Here is the story of Toshiko Hosaka, 
a girl of 18 with a chronic heart 
condition since youth, and a weak phy
sical constitution. She had heard the 
gospel in the local village and, though 
very quiet by nature, had resolved in 
her heart to follow Christ. She worked 
in our home from April until the end 
of August when she had 
of her heart condition. In November 
she contracted influenza and died.

The night following her passing I 
asked to speak. But before I did, Setsu- 
ko San, the older, hitherto unsympathetic 
sister, stood to give an account of her 
younger sister's actual passing. Every eye 
in the crowded home 
“It’s true,” she said with tears stream
ing down her face, “It’s real. Before 
she passed she asked

chanting, 
farewell to the deceased, 
her likeness,

of hereno poems 
bowing

burial in the temple, 
druken celebration? One may 

well ask for the family godshelf and 
bank account.

no so
make to Japan’s evange

lization when he is subject to the Lord- 
ship of Christ and His living church 
in Japan. Not only 
chain，as valuable as that is, but also as 
a workhorse under rein (note: NO! 
‘‘a wild horse on the plain” but ‘‘a work
horse under rein”）. The missionary’s 

indigenous church is

to tono
considered offensive. And,-no even

monkeyas a on a as

My first contact with a funeral, about 
eight years ago, did not alter this rather 
fatalistic attitude. A Miss K., a Chris
tian high school teacher had passed away. 
Her father 
brother and sister were both Christians. 
Another brother
non-Christian member of the family 
the mother.1 he brother, who 
pastor, officiated. A large group of Japa- 

Christians and

part
merely driving a sound truck, raising 
funds,
desk, but working shoulder to shoulder 
with the Japanese brother in flat-footed, 
sweat-of-the-facc evangelism by every 
means now known and some which the

notin an
dead and her eldestwas

ramrodding things from aor
pastor. The only 

was
was a

was a
a recurrence

Spirit will show.
NO, evangelism should NOT be left 

the Japanese—so lay that dicta-

nese
tended, but what an unholy mixture of 
Buddhism and Christianity resulted—the 
poems, the chanting, the farewells, the 
picture and the bowing—all to please 
the mother who sat at the front, finger
ing her charms and beads. If this could 
happen i 
what could 
ing members are 100% Buddhist?

But it is possible to have a wholly

missionaries at-

toup was
phone down!

Let’s not recline in Fifty-nine,
Nor yet opine while still supine; 
Let’s all align and then combine, 
With brows benign, to whip the 

whine.
And like little Sunbeams—

80% Christian family, 
expect when the

upon her.in nn was
one surviv-

EndShine! Shine! SHINE! not to worryus
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sha，，（“thank you”）. His wife and
result—the

for her. She asked 
Just as she closed her eyes in death she 
\vhisp6rccl,‘I hear the sound of 
trumpets.， Oh, friends, it’s true, it’s 
real.”

The air

Five minutes before passing, she reached 
out her hands to Mr. Nortvedt in
expression of gratefulness. Encircled by wife sitting by his body and giving
the family, she quietly passed away—a all a testimony of victory. A Christian

joyful expression remaining on funeral

us to sing songs.
saveddaughter as awerean

to

held in the church andwasserene
her face. The father at first refused a meetings in the home for four days. 

The hero of this victory was that unsung 
his point. The degree hospital worker who witnessed for her 

Lord and Saviour. Doubtless, similar 
could be repeated ad infinitum

electric Iwas rose toas
speak, but what a joy to dwell 
theme, “O death, where is thy sting; 
O grave, where is thy victory?”

The cflect

the funeral in the church, but the 
insisted and

sonon
won

the communityo£ impact
measured by the words of a contractor,
formerly expelled from university be- throughout Japan.

of Communist affiliations, tight
months later, when visited by Mr.
Nortvedt, he seemed more interested in 
the funeral than in business, saying,
“This thing should be known all 
Japan.”

Thus vve see the tremendous potential 
for the gospel in the funeral of a eral was held in the home and the net

family added to the

heon can
not lost upon the audi

ence nor upon the village. The follow- 
held the funeral service.

easeswas

Miss Niwano, of Nagaoka, witnessed 
to Mrs. Kobayashi, a young mother with 
three children, beginning just two weeks 
before she died. Again a precious soul 
passed into eternity, 
of fear and darkness, but rejoicing in 
new-found salvation. A Christian fun-

causcing morning 
It was a

we
cloudless day and crowds 

followed us to the crematory. The village 
priest, of course, was angry and sent word 

the household that they 
the remains and report promptly to the 
temple
a threat of something terrible happen-

under a cloudto bring notto were over

the ceremony was over, withonce

result 
church.

Likewise Miss Otakc, a girl of 33, 
who died ot f.B. found Christ two

was a new

weeks before dying, through the taithful- 
ncss of a hospital worker. In this 

possible
funeral.A meeting in a hospital 
was planned instead- A Mr. oaito, a 
skeptic, purged war criminal who hated 
Christianity and Americans, was struck 
by the peaceful look 
face, and like the zealous, persecuting 
Saul who could

IL1SM case
to have a Christianit was not

room

Miss Otake’son

forget the 100k or 
the face of a dying Stephen, two month 
later accepted Christ.

These cases were won through faithh. 
witnesses, alert to needy souls. Everゞ 
church needs its Intelligence branch, 
its Sick persons Visitation Squad.

Secondly, a must in realizing our goal 
is a clear statement of faith or expression 
of will with regard to burial on the part 
of the deceased. This cannot be over
emphasized. Our hands, in some eases, 
have been tied for lack of this. One ease

never

or

believer. We should take advantage of 
this. We ought not allow golden stands out in my memory. Late at night

I received a phone call from one of the 
Christians in the local T.B. sanitarium

ing later. The relatives consulted and 
wisely replied that, should any calamity 
befall them, it would be predestined 

i happen anyway and would have
lation to this Christian funeral. More
over, the deceased had specifically 
quested a Christian funeral and they 
were only doing their duty in executing 
her last will. Despite repeated warn
ings, the remains were turned over to 

for safekeeping. Unable to burn in
cense or 
seemed only 
them.

surrender theopportunities
bodies to the Buddhists. Our goal 
should be a Christian funeral for every informing 
Christian, irrespective of the family s 
religion. Inconveniences, tensions, and 
vigilance will be the price, but the 
rewards are great. Tms may not always 
be realized, but the goal should be 
unchanged, and failure in this area will 
reduce our efTectiveness as ambassadors 
for Christ.

toto pass or
no re-

that a believer there 
the point of death. I hurried to the 

scene, but all I could do 
23 to the girl. She passed away that 
night. She had given 
ment, however, to her relatives who pos
sibly knew nothing of her 
with しhristianity, thus rendering 
helpless; the relatives 
clannish and adamant. They refused to 
allow us to have a short

wasme
onre

read Psalmwas

clear state-no

associationus
usthem, the relatives 

to be rid of
pray over

too anxious countryish,were
What, then, are the requisites for 

realizing this goal and exploiting the 
opportunities afforded in this field ?
First of all, incessant witnessing.

Mr. Suzuki of Sakata, a man of about 
45, first heard the gospel 
though there 
part.
of cancer, in the mercy of God he was 
once again brought in contact with a 
witness. The groundwork was done 
when the missionary arrived to minister 
further. His last words to his wife and 
child were, "Believe in Jesus, believe in final authority and carried weight with
Jesus.” He died peacefully saying “kan- the heathen relatives. Strangely enough,

theThe testimony and 
of this

of passing 
awakened a whole village, 

for a time, to the gospel. Not only 
afforded three evangelistic 

but as - the bones
each succeeding memorial 

given opportunity 
unsaved relatives. Later, three members 
of the immediate family professed salva
tion.

service overmanner
remains of the girl and would have 
othing to do with 

served

one
This incidentn US.were
all present oftowarning

the imperative nature of a clear testimony 
relatives relating to funeral matters.

I have already mentioned the 
Mrs. Murayama who gave clear evidence 
of her faith and expressed a desire for 
a funeral by the church. In her case, as 
in that of Miss Toshiko Hosaka, the 
pressed wish of the deceased

as awe services, 
laid to rest, and child,were

his toat accept 务 c 
As he lay in the hospital dying

c onwe were was no
ofthe caseto minister to

Cases of salvations resulting in the 
passing of believers could be multiplied. 
Miss Takahashi, a girl of 21 from Aki
ta, had a major operation for

October, 1959

ex-
thewas

cancer.
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bo San out for a talk. They reasoned 
the remains for a period together from the Word, and the mis

sionary patiently explained the incom- 
patability of the ceremony with the 
parents' faith. After prayer together, 
the young father returned and, in the 
presence of the priest, demanded that all 
the Buddhist externals come down. They 
did; the priest went home, and a Chris
tian funeral was held. This proved a 
real turning point in the faith of this

in Christian

the Buddhist concept of the spirit’s 
hovering
after death abets rather than militates 
against this authority. A clear statement 

will can thus be used to distinct ad-

near

1 or
vantage. •

Vigilance and superintendence in the 
home of the bereaved is a third requisite. 
Decisive action must be taken the mo
ment the news of death is received. In 

of Miss Hosaka, Mrs. Kuwa- 
alert to her responsibilities, 

immediately to the home. There 
she found the sorrowing family already 
setting up ihe candles and bringing out 

She restrained them im-

the case 
yama was 
went

who iyoung 
training.

Another instance of stubborn deter-

man is now

J from Yasuda, in Nii
gata Prefecture. Mr. Hosuno accepted 

mediately, explaining that the soul of Christ shortly before he died of leukemia, 
trusting in Jesus went immedia- 

i tely to be with the Lord. The family
convinced by i acquiesced graciously and asked her in

mination comes
the incense.

Delbert Kuehl says : the Custom in the village demanded that 
the neighbors assist in all preparations, 

to the point of cleaning the house, 
take complete charge of all whereupon they would be rewarded by

a annk of sake いice wine). Chris
tians from the Kashiwazaki Church, 
however, arrived early 
and took complete charge, unconscious, 
apparently, of the village custom. They イ 

faced with a hostile group 
of villagers who, not only having lost 
face,
well. The impasse lasted for a few 

and the silent villagers with
drew. A Christian funeral was held, and 
the mother and father gave public tes
timony of salvation, opening their home 
for monthly 

ruially, an essential to 
field is a Christian graveyard. To a

i one

We are even
that radio is turn to

arrangements. Much of the responsibi- 
shoulders. Wc were 

asked what to do here, what there. For 
lack of knowing what to do,

miniature service at the

experience
i.ghty arm to reach l 

with the Gospel I lity fell on our
the scene andon

had towe
Hundreds have enrolled | conduct a com-い in the Bible Correspond- of cremation, again at the 

through I gathering of the bones, at bringing of
for temporary resting and 

then for final burial in the Christian

mencement were soon三
ence courses 
radio and have given 
many fruitful contacts. 
Almost five hundred at- f

the about to lose their “sake”remains were as
I

graveyard. Each formality was another 
opportunity, however, for the gospel 
be preached to minds benumbed with 
sorrow and grasping for

moments
to

ンr tended the last follow
up Radio Rally.
We find

thread ofけ some
way pre-】 Hope. 

pared through the Chris
tian Radio program.

our services.
Slothfulness at the hour of passing is 

fatal. Friends and relatives will be gath-
long the priest will be Christian, the disposal of the bones is

there to assist in arrangements. Apart relatively unimportant. Assurance of
from a sympathetic, yet watchful eye, 
things will take their natural, downward 

will be lost. It is

in thissuccess

enng and ere

the resurrection is, however, a solely 
Christian heritage, unknown 
heathen. Here

HERE，S HOW tl'.c-to
and the must sit where they 

sit and think the way they think in 
order to become all things to all 
I think especially of the old folk. Have 
you not heard them say, “It’s all right 
for young people to believe in Christ, 
but I’ll have to end up in the temple, it ^ 
seems.” Why do they have this defea- 

one, they are called upon，to bear the tist attitude? Put yourself in their posi- 
odium of a foreign religion’s funeral—is tion. How would you like to be told
criminal negligence on the part of spin- that at your passing, vour bones will be
tual leaders and is an open invitation thrown clown the river? Let us show 
to disaster.

case
some

course we
worker

I ary to present himself within the hour, 
if he cannot be there at actual time of 

The lack of a firm hand at a 
enduring a

double ordeal—in a sense, double be
cause in addition to the loss of a loved

imperative for or mission-
men.

you utilize the | 
Gospel Broadcasts in

passing, 
time when the relatives

can
are

your area.

1. Announce your local l 
work and address at the | 
end of the broadcast. i

2. Insert PBA handbills ] 
in tracts, newspapers, etc. |

(free upon request) I

3. Send for 
radio posters for your l

5 yen each

4. Purchase PBA follow- | 
materials at low cost.

M
パ

these darkened souls that their concern
The fourth, essential to a funeral it it 

is to be a testimony, is 
ing stand 
Christian worker
kubo San’s case is noteworthy. He 
from the countryside in Akita Ken. He 
was married into his wife’s home before 
he was saved. Both had become Chris
tians when the Lord

is our concern.
In the village of Kijiranami, where 

the inter-church burial place is located, 
several older people attend the 
The freedom with wmch they attend 
services is, I feel sure, to some degree 
explained by the ease to which their 
minds have been set

uncompromis- 
the part of the pastor

crucial issues. Ko-
on or

PBA on services.our
came

area.
this issue. 

Buddhism is entrenched in this field.
on

fit to take
their bo)^ Timid by nature, he gave 
way to custom and the wishes of his 
in-laws. He sent, however, for Mr.
Lanager, the Lutheran Brethren mis
sionary in his area, to attend the funeral.

Mr. Lanager
find, upon his arrival, that the funeral 
was, to all appearances, a Buddhist one.
He refused to enter, and called Koku- glory.

saw

Sup Here we dぴ well to wage 
If Gabriel contended with Satan 
the body of Moses, let 
back from attacking in this sphere in 
which the forces of darkness have

warfare.ourl over 
us not shrink

rudely surprised remained largely unchallenged. Let 
make our goal a Cnrist-honouring public 
ceremony tor every saint called home to

was to1 us

C.P.O. BOX 1000, TOKYO, JAPAN 1
三-
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ARMED FORCES 

EVANGELISTIC 

CENTER

Tachikawa

Meeting at the Center
Grave of Mrs. Goble, wife ofCENTENNIAL missionary Goble, who arrived★ Sunday

Morning Worship 11:00a.m. 
Evangelistic Service 7:30p.m.

★ Wednesday 
Prayer and 
Bible Hour Iin the of a Perry shipcrewYEAR early as 1850.as

7：30p.m.

Everyone Welcome
by Berni Marsh

easy for centennial celebra-T，S why he had done it.
[O^OfeOtoCD 800^7000 : •食XlJpD?' tions to be musty with figures Hearing about the Centennial he 

and details from the past. But to had gone to the public library and 
Mr. Sakurai, a sixty-five year old looked 
member of our church, the Centen- the missionaries who had lived and 1 
nial is more than statistics and bare died in Yokohama. He

'»
Inter-Denominational all he could find about iup

Ss★ Overnight Accomodations

★ Meals

★ Lounge Library

★ Hour of Decision 
Saturday

was es-
facts. For him the past has lived pccially impressed with the life and J
and brought encouragement. writings of the wife of Jonathan *

Saved three years ago from a life Goble. The account of their many
has hardships, her frail body and sick- 

which resulted in her death

s
of drunkenness, this old 
continually given thanks for having 
heard and received the Word. Be- in 1871 made a deep impression

he is old, however, his ideas upon him. As he read her letters
not always readily accepted by in which she expressed her love for

his land in spite of great physical 
also weakness Mr. Sakurai’s heart

ness7：30p.m.

,i cause

the younger folk of the church.
Impatience was my 

when Mr. Sakurai approached 
during the

reaction was 
set outBook filled with gratitude. He

look for her grave, found it in 
I would go with him to the For- a neglected state and felt he must 
eign Cemetery here in Yokohama do something about it. 
to help clean up a neglected grave! The plot 
I politely told him I felt we should 
be working for the living and
the dead. Mr. Sakurai however, afternoon when his work 
insisted that I at least go with him ished a group of us gathered there.

talking about. Mr. Sakurai read what he had
diflicult to find. learned of her life and several led

me
and asked if tosummerJapanse-English r1

★ Bibles

★ S. S. Supplies

★ Christian Literature

★ Placques

cleared, flowers 
planted, the tomb stone washed— 
all by Mr. Sakurai. One Sunday

was

not
fln-wass

to see what he 
The

was
wasgrave

It was not in the well kept section in 
of Japan's most famous foreign 
cemetery but was hidden away in day. A life of fraility and pain 
the tall weeds and grass. It was 

attract the attention

prayer.
own heart humbled thatMy was

i
1401-Chome Akebono Cho, 

Tachikawa, Japan 
Two Blocks West of Tachikawa Station 

Frank L. Tetro, Jr” Director

lived many years ago was still bear
ing fruit for the Saviour she loved! 
The prayers offered that hot after- 

only in praise for 
those who had worked that they 
might be saved but in dedication 
to service unto the Lord.

not a spot 
of visitors. I could not read the

to

the cross-shaped 
able to make out the name 

—Elizabeth Wilkes—wife of Jona
than Goble. It amazed 
Mr. Sakurai had found this and

writing 
but was

stoneon noon were not

thatP. O. Box 22 meTel.

Tachikawa Tachi. 4224
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^^HIS article gives special considera
tion of the various forms of mis

sionary work, with particular emphasis 
the spiritual characteristics of the 

great pioneers一Hepburn, Brown 
and Verbcck.

on

PROTESTAHTISMthree

EVANGELISM

The experience of the three pioneer 
missionaries—Hepburn, Brown and Ver- 
beck—was to be

Gordon K.

epitome of much ofan
the Protestant missionary 
Japan
While they

inmovement
it subsequently developed. be long that any power will be permit- 

very gifted, versatile ted to shut 
men of considerable experience, they this starving people. 
assumed that their main task would be

While the divisions of this period do 
not quite coincide with the limits of a 
decade, 
the sa\e of convenience.

The first decade (1859—1872) began 
with the arrival of the first missionaries 
and came to a culmination with the

as
the bread of life fromwere out

utilize this terminology fortve
THE NECESSARY PREPARATION 

OF THE GROUND
preach the Gospel of Christ to the 

heathen and quickly organize the 
believers into churches. But, 
their arrival, they
lusioned and discovered that their task 
was to be far more complex than origin
ally anticipated. When they found the the gospel is publicly announced.” Thus, 
door of opportunity for gospel witness 
only slightly ajar these valiant Calvinists 
eagerly took advantage of every oppor
tunity for private witness, while main
taining confidence that God’s gracious
purpose would prevail in His own good the message of Peter 
time.

Guido Verbeck remarked in an early in Jerusalem or members of the disper- : opened the way for the coming of large
sion who knew the Scriptures; with

of the prin- 
of the life of Christ, in-

accustomcd to proclaim as it eluding His death and
But with the Japanese it 
ent, even in the vicinity of Nagasaki, 
where thousands of “Kirishitans” still

to
new
after Nevertheless, down to this day 

have failed to grasp
soon some

quickly disil- the organization of the first church and the 
truth that “a certain kind and degree ! holding of the first general conference 
of preparation should be made before 、> oj missionaries; this being a demonstra

tion of the spirit of Christian unity 
tuhich prevailed in the face of continued 

the field, they have looked ； government restrictions of Christianity, 
“for a Pentecostal outpouring to follow : but with increasing diminution of ^ 
the bare proclamation of the word,” for- ； popular prejudice. 
getting that the many who responded to

missionarieswere

even within a few months after their 
arrival on

The second decade (1873-1882) began 
already pre- ； auspiciously with the removal of the 

pared, being Jews or proselytes, dwellers ! edict boards against Christianity, which
were

letter that “instead of going to preach 
the gospel, you 
silence and almost keep it a secret what

missionary reinforcements and the estab
lishment of the principal denominational 
bodies. Believers

many also doubtless 
cipal

obliged to observe awareare
drawn mainly 

from the samurai and upper middle 
class group and the Christian movement 

concentrated in the urban centers.

events were
resurrection, 

far differ-
you
were in the streets and from the house-

are
was

the ploddingtops, and then 
Japanese books instead . Yet we look 
forward to years to come with 
hopes of success under God’s blessing, 
knowing that the times must surely 

when His word shall have free

overcomes was
Standards of membership 
ly nigh and the achievement in self- 
government, self-support and selj-pro
pagation

The third decade (1883-1889) 
ushered in by the great general mission
ary and Japanese conferences which in
augurated a period oj revival and 

corrupted form. . . Thus, much of the • growth of the Protestant Church. 
of the greatest work of the early missionaries as evan- 

Meiji statesmen, so that his full time gclists was in the preparation of the
devotion to the tasks that he loved— ground for later fruitful sowing. And

this was always in the confidence of the 
faith expressed by Brown, that “when 
Japan is rairly opened there will be 

azing, quick and large work of grace 
the land.”

relative-were
survived. Verbcck, who resided for ten 
years m this region, observed that “it 
is remarkable how

warm

kind ofevery
Christian knowledge has vanished from 
a people among whom Christianity had 
its thousands of followers, but a little

though in a

encouraging.was
come
course here, and the 
Christ shall be magnified.” Little did 
he realize that for at least two decades

was
of Jesusname

300 rapid
The

over years ago, even
God would call him to serve as teacher 
and counsellor of predominant emphasis 

with much prayer and dependence on ^ 
the hioly Spirit.

The ]ourth decade (1890-1899) wit
nessed the testing of the Church by 
tionary, anti- Western nationalism and

spiritual,some was

preaching the gospel and translating 
and teaching the Word—would have to 
await the last two decades of his life- 

James C. Hepburn, M. D., was always 
alert to the workings of Divine Pro
vidence, and wrote, “there has been 
cfTort made as yet to preach the gospel 
in any public way to the Japanese, main
ly because no one yet is well enough One of the greatest hindrances to the 
acquainted with the language. There effective sowing of the seed
is, I doubt not, a wise move in this, that legacy of fear and prejudice which had
the gospel should not be sprung upon come down from the Roman Catholic
them too suddenly, but that a certain era. Fortunately, the early pioneer mis- 
kind and degree of preparation should sionaries realized, “by patience and a
be made before it is openly announced. kind and friendly conduct towards the 4
Judging from appearances now, we arc Japanese to live down their fear and 
inclined to think that hs promulgation prejudice.” 
will meet with intense opposition ….
This however is all in the hands of Him 
who has all hearts at His control, and 
who has sent us here . . .We believe that

reac-
an

all DR. GUIDO F. VERBECK 
linguist, translator, educator 

and evangelist.

over
no THE DISSIPATION OF FEAR 

AND PREJUDICE

thewas

“ According td Saburo Shimada, M.P., 
when the country entered upon its new 

era, the reactionary spirit against Chris- 
,.,... -j. . tianity still retained its old prejudice.

lhc Lo[d Is working out His great plans Fortunately the missionaries and cdu- ^
towards this nation and that it will not cators, who were sc.u to Japan at about

22
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IN THE MEIJI ERA

Chapman

of piety, modera-also by rationalistic philosophies, evolu
tionism and the 
ever, 
held its

allthis time,
tion and good sense, and their sincerity 
and kindness produced 
of our countrymen a profound impres- 

such as tended to completely 
the suspicions hitherto entertained 

towards the Christian religion . . The 
sincerity and patience of these early 
messengers of the Gospel seldom failed 

in those who

menwere
theology. Mow- 

by the grace of God, the Church 
and the earlier gains 
all lost. While those with

nctu
the mindson

wereown
h rc-sion,

move
no means

superficial motives fell away from the 
churches, the true believers went deeper 
in faith and practice, and there 
continuous pressing out to establish 
centers of Gospel witness. The period 
came to its culmination with the

was a
new

DR. JAMES CURTIS HEPBURN 
pioneer, educator, translator, and 
medical missionary at 95 years.

to inspire respect 
brought into contact with them. In fact, 
they
dispelling whatever prejudice remained 
against Christianity in the bosoms of 
our countrymen, who

were
revi-

living testimony, completelyof the unequal treaties which had 
a constant source of irritation and 

anti-Western feeling.
The last decade of the Meiji Era (1900 

inaugurated by the third 
general missionary conference which 
paved the way for a forward movement 
of the Christian forces on all fronts and 

of inter-mission and inter
denominational cooperation. The growth 
of the Church 
steady growth 
whose faith 
period of reaction reestablished in the 
Church. Notable among them 
Tsurin (Paiil)Kanamori, who later be- 

of the most effective evange
lists of all time, with his three hour 
sermon on "God, Sin, and Salvation.” 
Under God, he was 
directing the writer to come 
a missiona

were asion
been BASIC IMPORTANCE OF 

CHRISTIAN HOSPITALITYnaturally led 
the conclusion that after all there

were
Probably the most effective medium 

of evangelism in the first decades 
the missionary home, which 
demonstration of the love of God in 
human relations

-1912) towas
dreadfulcould be nothing hateful 

in a religion which could produce such
or was

livingwas a
men.

Count Shigenobu Okuma, former 
Prime Minister and Minister for Foreign 
Affairs, who 
beck's first students, describes how in 
the Meiji Era the Japanese “gradually 
came to understand the doctrines of 
Jesus, and discovered that the civiliza
tion of Western nations, particularly 
those of Protestant persuasion, had been 
profoundly influenced by Christianity. 
Nor did the Protestant missionaries, like 
their Jesuit predecessors in the sixteenth 
century, interfere with temporal affairs. 
On the contrary, they devoted their ener
gy to humanitarian influence and spirit
ual salvation, as well as the diffusion of 
education. This remarkable difTercnce 
between them and the Jesuits of old 
gradually inspired sympathy with their 
aims, whilst the people’s changing 
titude towards Christianity 
aged, indirectly, by the religious policy 
of the authorities/*

According to GrilHs, 
actually took employment with Hepburn 
for the express purpose of murdering 
him, after observing his ministrations 

the sick found his prejudices 
pletely disarmed and abandoned his 
purpose.” Another early employee of 
Hepburn, Masatsuna Okuno, who 
the most versatile of all the early Japan- 

at first very obser- 
that he

might be practicing sorcery. But he 
was only favorably impressed and 
later convicted of sin and converted

Peter’s 
first angry as he 

had informed on

the Christian grace 
of hospitality. Writing in 1862，S.R. 
Brown said: “Our Japanese neighbors 
show the

ora new era

of Guido Ver-again accelerated and 
assured, with many 

undermined during the

was onewas
kindly disposition 

wards us which they did from the first, 
and with some of such relations of 
friendship have grown up that it would 
be a grief to them to have

.The remembrance of deeds of kind- 
done them in time of sickness

to-samcwas
was

was
removed.

came one
ness
makes them feel that they have found 
true friends in the missionary families. 
If the Japanese arc revengeful, they 
also susceptible to kindness in no less 
degree.”

Count T. Hayashi, former ambassador 
to Great Britain and Minister of Foreign 
Affairs, who lived for a lime in the 
Hepburn home, wrote, “whether the 

small. Dr. and 
always kind and 

all. Their daily life 
endeared them both to the Japanese of 
all classes. Indeed, the Doctor’s life 

continual and unswerving appli- 
conduct of the

instrumental in
to Japan as 

As the Era neared itsワ.
close, the first Federation of Christian 
Churches in japan organized in 

i1911. Its most notable cooperative cfjort 
ti/as the United Evangelistic Campaign, 
which continued from 1914 to 1917, fol
lowed by a year of foliow-up and

was

at- occasion was great 
Mrs. Hepburn 
considerate

orcon-
was encour- wereservation.

to

DR. SAMUEL B. BROWN 
pioneer of missionary education.

fellow whoone
was one 
cation
teachings which he spent the best part 
of his life in propagating in my country.

• verily they are our father and mother 
for the interest they take in 

The biographer and historian, W.E.
of the first Chris- 

“samurai

histo own

com-to

us.
.命，於.- was

Griffis, who 
tian teachers to

was one
preachers, 

of Hepburn supposing
serve in awascse

school in the interior, was often a guest 
in the Verbeck home. Here, he says, 
“I had good opportunity to learn the 
etiquette of the gate and the door, and 
to notice how careful this

vant

after hearing a message 
Denial; though 
supposed that

grave, serious 
to do the right thing to

on
wasmissionary 

the right person, at the right time and 
the right place. Yet whether a

at
someone

him. at
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And Hepburn, busy doctor that he 
was, actually aspired “to read the entire 
Japanese literature, from the prehistoric 
time to the present.” His reading 
included not only the classic literature of 
the literati but also hundreds of cheap, 
popular story books. “Though often 
repelled by the obscenity of many of 
these stories, he handled them very 
much as the farmer spreads manure— 
not for any liking for the job—but 
rather for the sake of the expected crop.”

found in Hazakurige 
good laughs and also a rich storehouse 
of local idiom and dialectical treasures. 
Thus, mastering all levels of 
speech and customs, he 
dispensary, Bible classes and his minis
trations in prayer meeting and pulpit to 
speak in such fashion as to bring home 
Christian truths in a manner easily 
understood and deeply cherished.

Griffis, who knew Verbeck well, ob- 
that this great missionary “was 

very far from undervaluing native 
thought, history, customs, or beliefs....

with tremendous effort パ.

truths better told later. Yet even as
conceal 

wise in with-

of the
talk of imperial it is the glory of the Lord 

a thing, so Verbeck 
practice, or holding, while

orminister empireprime 
other
matters, or teachers and students to ask 
of education in theory 
samurai from any and every part of the 
empire to propound questions on every 
subject under the heavens . . all 
politely and patiently heard.. . It im
pressed
factotum Mr. Verbeck was, a servant 
of servants indeed, for I could not help 
thinking how he imitated his Master.” 
Thus the missionary homes or the little 
classes and schools which had their first

tostatesmen, to
was
afraid at the right 

time and place to utter his convictions. 
He spoke the truth in love. He knew 
what

neveror

• yet knowing, he 
did not despise. Sometimes he pitied,, 
oftener he helped, admired,

possibilities and cheered

inwere was man

what amightily to see or encour-me
aged. He saw
on.

I-Ic even some
Donyt make

powerful 
as was the

meeting places here 
heralds of the Word of God 
more public preaching of the Gospel 
which was to come later.

were as
native 

able in thea move was

SOME PRINCIPLES OF SUCCESS know.• . without letting 
what your new address will be. 
Four weeks’ notice will give us 
the time

us
Unlike the Jesuit missionaries of the 

earlier period, the early Protestant mis- 
carcful to insure that the 

they used should be in full har- 
with the end which they sought 

achieve. Thus, they refused to use 
methods which were not in accord with 
sound Biblical ethics and Christian 
standards of morality, and within these 
limits
men in order to

sionanes were 
means need to that servesseewe

copies of the Japanyour
Harvest reach you at your 

on time.

mony
to He could use

home right their
popular idioms, and the epigrams of 
their sages. Verbeck always kept him
self familiar with the best 
ing and the classic forms of modern 
speech. He knew the language well, 
both in its ancient, mediaeval and 
modern form and loved it in its native 
purity, freshness and power. . Hence 
his absolutely unique position as evange
list and preacher. . Verbeck knew the 
speech of the plain people as well as of 
those who dwell in palaces. He could 
confound and humble the pedants and 
he would often address his opening 
marks to them and then after a little 
fun of this sort he preached the gospel 
in piam, clear, fluent, elegant language.” 
Contrast the spirit and perseverance of 
these early missionaries 
some modern missionaries, who “con
sumed with earth-born zeal, which they ^ 
mistake for heavenly inspiration, stub
bornly refuse the hard work necessary 
to learn the language 
the people they expect to convert.”

proverbs, gems of speech,new own

glad to be all things to all 
Further-

When you write, send your 
OLD address along with your 

one.
serve you faster and 
efhcientiy.

were native writ-savc some.
more, while these pioneers made much 
o£ the missionary methods of St. Paul 
and the other first century missionaries, 
they were always ready to put methods 
and means to the pragmatic test: “Will 
they work in Japan?” This was actually 
the principal factor which influenced 
many devout and sincere missionaries to 
accept modifications of the policy of 
“drastic self-support” advocated by Paul 
Sawayama and H.H. Leavitt. While 
the pioneer
eager to engage in public preaching of 

meeting type, expediency 
dictated that they confine themselves to 
the less spectacular forms of evangelism.
Like the Servant of the Lord, their in
fluence was quiet and unobtrusive, they 

not "loud and noisy, nor did they 
shout in public ...”（Is. 42:2). I 
suppose that B.J. Bcttclhcim, M.D., the 
pioneer to Okinawa, was the only
to persist in public preaching, although compelling inner urge 
the people always vacated the 
within sound of his voice, until he 
cumbcd at last to insults, intimidation 
and persecution and left the Island in 
1854. However, the pioneer missiona- 

agreed that all forms of mis
sionary work must be evangelistic, in- when they had 
volving both proclamation and teaching without 
with a view to bringing 
commitment to Jesus Christ, and gather
ing believers into indigenous churches

make disciples and to teach them of the present unhappiness
observe all that Christ commands. certainty of the renderings of the future

tense in the Kogotai Scriptures, it is a 
real thrill to read of Brown rushing

day, like Archimedes, to inform 
Hepburn that he had at last discovered 
the future tense.

NEW It will help us
more

Write to :
JAPAN HARVEST 
SUBSCRIPTION 
DEPARTMENT 
346, Eifuku Cho, 
Suginami Ku, 
Tokyo

re-
alwaysmissionaries were

the mass

with that of

THE MASTERY OF THE 
LANGUAGE AND THINGS 

JAPANESE
were

literature oforHepburn, Brown, Verbeck and many 
of the other pioneer missionaries had aone

excel in theto THE IMPORTANCE OF THE 
SCRIPTURES

In seeking an early mastery of the 
Japanese language and literature Hep
burn, Brown and Verbeck were primari
ly interested in securing as soon as 
sible an adequate translation of the 
Scriptures; a task which was to take a 
total of eighteen years. Hepburn’s 
lexicographical labors 
important purpose in view. They 
all fully convinced that “the Scriptures 
of the Old and New Testaments 
the Word of God, the only infallible 
rule of faith and practice, containing all 
things necessary for salvation.”

According to Dr. Hepburn, the 
sential difference between the Roman

Japanese language and to familiarize 
themselves with the history, culture, 
mind and customs of those whom they 
had come to serve. In fact, they regard
ed it as an insult to an intelligent people 

neglect their language, especially
them

area
suc-

rics to pos-were
come to serve

And they did not 
let the lack of language tools deter them 
from their quest but utilized whatever 
materials

reservation.
totalmen to a vast 

with thiswere
hand. In the lightwere at were

theover un-—to
to were
According to Griffis, ‘‘Verbeck loved the 
truth too much to flatter either Japan- 

foreigners.... He feared, indeed, 
lessen his influence by rude

by blurting

out
oneese or

or lin es-to
outnecessary criticism or
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undoubtedly answering many of my 
for holiness and

from his birth for the workCatholic and Protestant missionary ef
forts was in their view and 
Scriptures. “It is not known that the 
Roman Catholics in Japan between 1549 
and 1597,一that is, between the arrival 
of Francis Xavier and the edict of

set apart
of foreign missions. His mother, the 
author of the familiar hymn, “I love to 
steal a while away，’’ besought God for 
years that organized missionary effort 
should be put forth m foreign lands by 

American people. Her 
Samuel, was only thirteen clays old when 
the American Board 
she heard the news, she took her baby 

and in a thrill of rap-

communionof the prayers
with Him, but in a way I did not expect. 
But thanks be to Him for His great 
mercies! Oh for

use

to improve itgrace
more, and that patience may have its 
perfect work/'

Soon after the Vcrbecks took up 
sidcncc at Nagasaki, he wrote: 
vice stalks about at noonday; the people 
seem to be literally blinded and 
hardened, and all moral discernment 
lost! But thanks be to God that the

ex-
herpulsion,—translated and published any 

portions of the Bible, and this notwith
standing they had full liberty of speech 
and met with no political hindrances to 
their work.” While they quoted certain 
brief portions for liturgical purposes, 
“the religions books published for the 

of the native converts made very 
of unintelligible Latin terms,” 

of Latin in the

son,own
re-

Hereformed. Whenwas

boy in her 
turc dedicated him to God to bear His

arms

of love to distant lands.”good
Thus, Brown wrote, “from my early 

chosen line of life
this peopleGospel will surely 

to holiness. Just as there was a proper 
‘fullness of time’ for Israel when the

restore
childhood I hadfree

which with the
central rite of the Mass, gave the 
dinary Japanese the impression of some 

hocus pocus by

oneuse
before

Guido Verbeck, a Hollander, 
reared in the Moravian Church and 
educated in her schools, where he 
much of veteran missionaries and their 
children. The great missionary, Gutzlaff 
of China, was especially inspiring to the 
young lad and he never got away from 
the imperious call to missionary 
which
had attempted to enter Japan before the 
door
“Verbeck
all his heart in the sufficiency of the 
Gospel, the good 
claimed by Jesus Christ. He 
honest to explain it away, 
historic spirit 
it in vague theories, 
with anything which the 
ethnic teachers have expounded.”

Hepburn, Brown and Verbeck 
orthodox Calvinists and it

set me.use
Savior and His Gospel should be im
parted to them, so I suppose that every 
other people has had and still has its 
proper 'fulness ot time.’ For Japan, this 
comes late, but not too late. And yet, 
with all this present vice and this dark- 

submitted to Christ, I 
this people will be a ‘peculiar 

people’ indeed. I think
discover in them capabilities of the 

highest order, the germs of affections 
most amiable, which the 
bring forth.M

wasor-

mcantation or sawstrange
which the priest performed a mysterious 
miracle. Thus the widespread im
pression that Christianity was a kind 
of magic or sorcery; something 
feared and avoided. When the Urakami

arose

ness, when 
am sure

be onceto
service

cannot failChristians revealed themselves to the 
Y Roman Catholic priest in 1865，they i 

mediately inquired concerning the 
Figure of the Virgin Mary,” apparently 
regarding this
the true religion. Thus, it is 
wonder that the Japanese in the Naga
saki region characterized Roman Catho
lics as those who “worship images and 
perform miracles,” while the Protestants 
make “the Old and New Testaments the

through this veteran who onecame
tolm-

According to Griffis, 
who believed with

was open.
was a man birth willnew

the chief symbol of 
little

as
of God pro- 

was too 
In him the

news

旺NT FUMStoo strong to dissipate 
put it on a level

was
for. Your.

f Jawnese 画
1

ancient or
basis of their doctrines.” The great 
tragedy of the Roman Catholic mission- 

thc failure to give the
were 

was thisary effort
Word of God to the Japanese. In recent 
times, there has been considerable writ
ing which tends to idealize the Roman

the fact

was
scriptural philosophy which wrought in 
them that steadfastness of purpose and 
assurance of ultimate victory which 
characterized their missionary careers. 
God to them was sovereign and His

“dry

免蜂:勢^ゾ’
God Of Creation 
Voice Of The Deep 
Dust Or Destiny 
:Hidden Treasures竭
臟知げ

Catholic effort and to gloss 
that it failed to present the essentials of 
the Gospel to the Japanese people. 
Winburn Thomas well says, '* . despite 
this fine sentiment, most of the effects of 
“Kirishiian” missions upon Japan 

、 negative.. The experience endowed the 
Christian religion with a bad reputation 
which has

over

As But theypurposes
bones theologians;” rather they were 
deeply spiritual men who knew the 
vitality of their union with Christ, and 
their reliance was on the Holy Spirit, 
the Lord of the harvest field. Hepburn 
often referred to that time in 1832 at

sure. were no

were
Suicide Mountain 
Seventeen 
Facts Of Faith 
Red River Of Life 
Time And Eternity 
Centerville Awakening 
and others

been completely
punged.” At best, certain “ethical and 
theistic ideas may have penetrated 
Japanese thought and religion, 
there arc too many other possibilities of 
origin to make this the ground for the 
assertion that the Cnristian movement 
prepared the soil for the sowing of the 
seed by Protestant missionaries, 
out a knowledge of the essentials of the 
Gospel of grace, “the blood of the 
martyrs” could not be “the seed of the 
Church.”

cx-never
Princeton when 441 awoke to 
and was born again of the Spirit into the 
Kingdom of Goa. The Hcpburns, 
first voyage to the Orient, nearly four 
months in length, 
experience with storms, ihc loss of their 
first born, poor food and many other 
privations. Yet he could write, “Mercy 
and kindness have attended us all along.

While the future is dark and

lifea new

but

very tryingwas a 1■難鱗
The Two Circles 
The Foolish King 
Indian Girl 
and others

With-

l.|yt;liu ^lissions in Kyushu, which, 
3 missionaries have managed

known to
way unto the Lord. Happy 

if our afflictions drive us nearer to God 
…and we can still come to Him. We 
find prayer to be the only means of com
fort and

us, we can go on comniitunp 
arc vveour

THE IMPORTANCE OF A WARM 
EVANGELICAL EXPERIENCE 

OF CHRIST
This interest in一and preoccupation 

with—the task of making the Scriptures 
available in Japanese was based upon 
a vital knowledge of Jesus Christ 
Savior and Lord. Like some of the pro
phets of Bible times, S. R. Brown

1133 SETaeAYA . 
SETftOAy f\ KU,TOKYO

2-chome.
PH.A2-13(>7

enjoyed it 
The truths of the Bible are more readily 
apprehended and felt. We have been 
taught patience, dependence on God, 
and I trust faith, hope, love and humi
lity have all been made to flourish 
through this affiiction. The Lord is

we never more.

Have you got both copies 〇厂
^,ss,onary Language Handbooks 
Vol. I & II? Why not? 一
^ af Your L°cal Bookstore.

as

was
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There is a total of 704 missionaries
many as 73 different small missiorf 

boards ranging in size from 4 to 20. 
There

in as

40 mission boards and 40 
unaffiliated missionaries working in 
Tokyo To, where 10% of Japan’s popu
lation lives.

are

Next is Hyogo Prefecture with 16 
mission boards working among 3,500,- 
000 people.

Osaka has 14 boards working with 
its 4,000,000.

Hokkaido with its scattered 5,000,000 
has 15 mission boards.

THERE 100 Missionary Societies 
working in Japan in this Centen-

few
179. Besides

are

fromnial year, ranging in size as
4 to asns up many

17 groups with less than
as

these there 
4 each. Then there is an estimated

are

200 missionaries laboring without affilia
tions with any board operating in Ja
pan. However, most of these ‘‘Indepen
dents’’ have definite denominational 
affiliations with churches home, and 
work in Japan with other missionaries 

with Japanese or Japanese organiza-

at

or
tions.

There boards with 3519are mission
more missionaries. 

There 12 mission boards with be
tween 20 and 30 missionaries. And 30 
mission boards have a range of from 10 

19 missionary personnel. 39 Societies 
with from 4-9 personnel.

are

lo

are on the staff of schools for mission
aries’ children.
Administration 
Bible Teachers 
Correspondence '
Audio-visual aids 
Institutional 
Language study 
Literature 
Medical 
Radio
Student work

Other activities taking a few workers 
were Work Camps, Relief work, and a 
Convalescent Home, Rest Home and 
Children's Home, which apparently 
were not included under institutional.

POSTWAR ACCOMPLISHMENTS

What has been accomplished in the 
postwar era? Here is a rcc0r(J of 
about 50 Mission Boards. Some the 
. engaged in special
ized work, and others work with 

Church organizations whose
available. The following 

figures therefore do not give a complete 
picture of Christian work in Japさn but 
nevertheless they show something of

what has been accomplished in the last 
years.

Organized Churches 
Preaching points 
Sunday Schools 
Bible Classes 
Post-war baptisms 

The only larger 
presented in these figures 

semblies of God, Churches of Christ, 
Church of the Nazarene, Missouri Synod 
Lutheran, Japan Holiness Church, Sal
vation Army, Southern Baptists, and Im
manuel Church, so that the total number 
will be very much larger than this.

in 15or
51 workers 1,134

100 1,134 ^ 
1,850 r21courses

6 702
49 52,298

Japanese churches 
the As-

163
39 re- are
21
20
43

GREATER RESPONSE?

Is there a greater response to the 
Gospel now? In response to this ques
tion, two thirds answered in the

The Oriental Missionary Society 
thinks that evangelism is becoming more 
difficult; another mission finds people 

‘busier and harder to reach', while 
another is experiencing ‘more opposiuon 
and indifference.* Most missions quali
fied their answer however. One mis- 

feels that the

nega
tive.

remaining ones are
Japan-

stati-
now

esc
sties arc not

response varied insion
difTerent areas: in Hokkaido the people

JAPAN HARVEST

1959
MESONS

HE purpose of this survey has been, 
in particular, to obtain as accurate 

possible of the Mission
T
a picture
Boards and their missionaries at work
in Japan in this centennial year; and 
secondly, to get 
what has been accomplished in the post- 

decade.
There are at least 100 Missionary 

Societies working among the 92 million 
people of this land.

Less than 30 of these 
here before the war, and there

still at work in 
to be as many as 

60 ex-China missionaries at work in Ja
pan. We have received the 
of 6 missionaries who have given al
most 40
Japan, and they surely deserve honorable 
mention here.

general idea ofsome

war

missions were
160are

pre-war 
Japan. There

missionaries 
seem

names

years of service toor more

Dr. J.M.T. Winther, United Lutheran 
Church in America arrived in 1898，or 

years ago. Miss I. Webster Smith, 
Japan Evan. Band, arrived in 1916 
43 years ago, and spent a total of 34 

the field. Mr. C. E. Carlson,

61
or

years
The Evangelical Alliance, arrived in 
Japan 41 years ago and Mr. L.W. Coote, 
Far East Apostolic Mission, 41 years. 
Miss Marie Jucrgensen, Assemblies of 
God, arrived 45 years ago.

The Mission with the greatest 
ber of pre-war missionaries is the Pres
byterian Church in the U.S. with 9, 
next are the Southern Baptists and the 
Japan Evangelistic Band each with 7, 
then the Evangelical Alliance Mission 
with 6.

on

num-

Ninetccn deaths have been reported 
in the post-war period in Japan, and in 
addition, those lost to Japan through 
sickness or other equalled 19% 
of the missionary force. This is based 

the figures given by ten represen- 
and may be

reasons

on
tative 
higher.

The separate
majority of the missionaries are 
the United States, with Norway and 
Sweden in second place. Mission Boards 
from 13 countries have felt the call to

missions

chart shows that the 
from

work in Japan.
The great majority

gaged in cvangclism-church work 
i.c. church-planting. Perhaps 20-30

volving both proclamation and

迫ね。ぬふゴ=
Seminary teachers who number 100, but 
some of these arc part-timers, 
markable that 78 missions list only 51 
missionaries in administrative work, 
many of which are part-timers. The 
Salavation Army is an exception, with 
all three of its missionaries in admim- 

;ve work. Of those listed

of missionaries
are cn

arc
.-van-tea

Ji

It is rc-

in-asstrative 
stitutional workers. least one-thirdat

26
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the expressed desire of the Japanese 
church. The Christian and Missionary 
Alliance is an interesting example of 
this. The Japanese church is entirely 
self-supporting, and this year has sent 
its first missionary 
missionaries arc at 
the Bible School, and in 
evangelistic efforts.

EXPANSION NEEDS
Nearly every mission has plans for 

expansion with extra personnel. Some 
Some Missions just have a need for 
Japanese workers, but most need both. 
Some stated their need of reinforcements 

‘unlimited.’ One large mission said 
they could do with ‘double’ their 
ber. 34 mission gave specific figures 
totalling a need of 445 
the next year or two; of these, 73 couples 

specified, and 2 single workers.

at

Brazil, but 12 
present helping in
to

IN REVIEW some pioneer

Dorothy Pape, survey editor

as
num-Kanagawa

Kyoto
Prefectures in which only 1 to 3 

boards have a work 
Gumma, Saga, Oita, Toyama, Iwate, 
Fukui, Yamagata, Kochi, Tokushima, 
Kagawa and Kumamoto. 
f In 1940 there operated about 48 Mis- 

Boards in Japan.15 years later 
一1955一the number increased to 91. 
丁ms figure kept tairly steady until 1958 
when it jumped to112 Mission Boards 
and Societies. There 
and small groups as of Oct.1959.

Mission Societies 
were added, whereas 22 Societies ceased 
to exist in Japan.

The 1959 Missionary Body shows the 
following distribution

11 Miyagi
Aichi

8 NATIONALITIES
American
Canadian.....................
Swedish .........................
Norway ..................
British .................................
Australian
German ..............................
Swiss ...............................
Nisei (Can. & U.S.)...
Finnish .............................
New Zealand ... 
South Atrican •
Danish .............................
Chinese
Pre-war Missions 
Pre-war Missionaries 
Deaths in post-war period

9 7 .1，407 workers innew
166

Akita, Aomori,are 98 were
71

KIND OF MISSIONARY RECRUIT 
DESIRED

51
33

Under this question a number of 
general qualifications were listed such 

‘couples,’ * well-educated and spiritual,'
radio

29sion
14 as
13 ‘specialists，’ e. g. in student, 

work, 'consecrated for anytning: those 
who proved ‘successful in soul-winning 

home/ ‘co-workers not dictators/ and 
several mentioned the need for absolute

or
11

8118 Societiesare
at4

3Since 1953, 50 new of God’s call. The two out- 
Bible

assurance3 standing needs brought out 
teachers, and pioneer evangelists. As 

put it. ‘Those with a burden and 
teach and train Japanese

were:
21

160 one
ability
evangelists and pastors/ And another 
‘College and Seminary Instructors 
teach personal evangelism methods.’

feel that rural

19rate: to

to

The great majority
ngelisin is still the great need which 

missionaries should meet. New recruits
eva

less responsive than in Tokyo; anoth
er, that they found much greater 

- sponse in the
after they administered material relief. 

、 Others used such expressions as 'not 
greater but better’ or ‘less curiosity but 
a better response to seed sown earlier.’ 
One mission found ‘the response equal 

the activity of the Church’ which 
should be an encouragement

greater effort. Two reported better 
vigorous Japanese 

in attendance

for ‘much Bible study/ surely half the 
battle is

are
won, and it is the answer to should be ‘consecrated couples willing to 

give themselves to the Japanese language 
and the reaching of untouched areas,’ 
and even

rc-
of a floodedsorrow area many prayers.

Perhaps
that missionaries also are becoming 
mature, better equipped with language 
and understanding of the people, and 
therefore

of the too is 
more

some answer
specific, ‘those willing 

leave Tokyo and Osaka, and put down 
roots in rural parts of Japan until fruit 

apt to teach. Many of is produced.’ Perhaps it should be noted
that this calls not only for the 

of individual

tomore

more
the young postwar 
well
should be reaching their peak of 
fulness.

to illing- 
but for

missionaries are now
into their second term, andto many on missionariesness

mission boards and constituencies back 
home

to use-
attendance, and 
organization 
of the 30-40 year age group.

be willing to support such a 
productive 

rural church-planting, 
be done has been well

one to
comparatively slowan increase or unIS THE NEED OF FOREIGN 

MISSIONARIES DECREASING?
enterprise 
That it

as
canCHRISTIANS BECOMING 

MORE STABLE?
theFour missions, mostly those connected demonstrated by such missions as

with a strong Japanese church, said Kyushu Christian Mission,
‘Yes,’ though with a few qualifications Protestant Missions in Kyushu, which,
such as ‘In our denomination, but not with only 3 missionaries have managed
in general,’ ‘As Japanese pastors in- to produce a few small and fairly strong
crease/ ‘present number is adequate, but self-supporting churches after 6 years of
distribution is the problem/ or ‘no need work in their area. As the second
for large number of new recruits.* century of Christian Mission work be-

All the others, some with as many gins in Japan, let us pray for God-given
three exclamation marks, said ‘no.’ wisdom and vision for every mission

A few missions which had ceased send- society, and a zeal and faith inspired
ing missionaries to Japan a number of by the Holy Spirit as each tries to streng-
years before the war have added Japan then and spread Christ’s church in this
to their foreign fields again, sometimes land.

Bibleor
One of the dis-most encouraging 

coveries of the whole survey is that all 
except 3 missions are finding Christian 

years, and of thesestable in recentmore
three, one added that there 
glorious exceptions.’ A few qualified 
their

were some

with such statements as 
with a great amount of instruction,’ 

‘after much Bible study.’ That how- 
is usually a necessary qualification 

for stable Christians at home too, and 
will

answer
as

or
ever

if new converts continue to come
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1959 SURVEY OF JAPAN MISSIONS AND SOCIETIES
(Arranged in order of total Japan missionary membership)

TOTAL
MISSIONARIES
In On~"

Fur.

Number of 
organized

CHURCHES

NATIONALITY Post-war Number of
MISSION NAME Began inAREA OF WORK BAPTISMS DENDOSHOBrit. Com. Europ.Amcr.沁p.

The Evangelical Alliance Mission 
Methodist Church (IBC)
Foreign Miss. Board, South Bap.

135 3344 15 87158 6 1880
118 M 12 pref.

96 17 113 most of Japan 11，311 70 102covers

Japan Mission, Presb. Church in 
the U. S.

157 72Aichi, Gifu, O 
Hyogo, Kagawa

saka,
• Tok

Kochi,72 17 72 Ref. Ch. 231,000 ( 19 )152Kyoda 53
United Presbyerian Church. USA. 
(IBC) 67 7 Tokyo, Kanagawa

Tochigi, Saitama, 
Yamanashi, Kanagawa

1859

60 65 Tokyo,Far Eastern Gospel Crusade 9 12250 194810_(5-Nisci)
Overseas Missionary Fellowship 49 H 51 210 160 1951Hokkaido, Aomori 

•Hokka 
Aichi,

23
ido，
Kyot

Miyagi, Tokyo, 
o, Okayama 

Kanto, Niigata, Hokkaido, 
Okinawa

Churches of Christ 45 14 45 1,000 49 188313
ions of the Lutheran
ri Synod 

United Church of Canada (IBC) 
Evangelical Lutheran Church Japan

The Japan Mi”
Church-Missou 50 522 1，800 24 52

48 3

6 50 544 Tokyo, Nagoya (Tokai) 787 5 194913
Uniticd Lutheran Church in America 741 Kyushu, Tokyo, Kansai

Union of Seventhday Adven-Japai
_tiits_____  一

Prorcitant Episcopal Church in the 
U. S. A.

3 4341 all of Japan U Okinawa

Tokyo Kansai, Hokkaido, 
Miyagi_______

4,439 49 41

340

American Board (Congregational
Christian (IBC) ______________ _ 241
American Baptise Foreign Mission
Society ______
Conservative Baptist Foreign Mis
sion Society

Tokyo, Yokohama, Miyagi, 
Kobe, Okinawa

3737 1949114,900 60

Yamagata2829 6 12 9Ibaragi, Tokyo, Shizuoka
Japan Assemblies of God 2135 1530 all 4 main islands 3,000 67 44
Evangelical and Reformed (IBC) 31 4

20*Japan Evangelical Mission 27 11 Niigata 170 98(4-Nisei)
Reformed Church of America (IBC) 229 1859

Hirosniraa, Yamaguchi, 
Sanyo
Shimanc, Tottori, Oknynmn,

Augustana Lutheran Mission, Japan 21 25 19502400 8

Norwegian Lutheran Mission 520 25 600 10 46
Covenant Miuionary Society ot
Japan —
General Conference Mennonite Mis* 
lion

20 24 19497Kanagawa, Niigata 8

19 11 8 1951Miyazaki 226 7 7
2 = South 
Africans

Japan Evangelistic Band 320 15 Hyogo, Wakayama Shikoku H 1903

Oriental Missionary Society all4 main islands
Ryukyu (Okinawa)

Mic, Tokyo Wakayama

1917 2,500 90 18
t General Conference Japan 220 20 200 127 1948

Evangelical United Brethren (IBC) 22 25
German Alliance Mission 714 8 Aichi 1953
Japan Mennonite Mission 16 19 1=Chinese Hokkaido 

Tokyo, Kanagawa,
231 9 5

Swedish Free Mission 17 3 20

several 
hundred ?Free Christian Mission 10 10 Fukui, Aichi Kobe 1950

Orebro Missionary Society of"
Sweden 17 2 15 Osaka, Nara, Wakayama 258

Tokyo,New Tribe痛 Mission 11 7 8 3
Saitama, Chiba

Norwegian Missionary Society
(Lutheran) 11 7 18 Hyogo, Osaka, Nara 320 6 9
Swedish Alliance Mission 
World Wide Evangelisation 
jade ^Sekai Fukuin Dendo Dan) 
Liebcnzeller Million
Lutheran Evangelical Association 
of Finland
Association of Baptists for World 
evangelism
Lutheran Brethren Mission

16 15 Shizuoka, Aichi
Cru- 13 6 11 Shiga, Nara 133 12 13

13 3 16 Ibaragi, Tokyo, Kanagawa 162 6 8
11 5 16 Hokkaido, Nagano, Tokyo J. E. I. C. statistics

7 8 Kagoshima, Kobe

1511 Yamagata, Akita 353
213 12 OkayamaSweden ____

Norwegian Evangelical Orient
300 9 12

11 11 Pukushima 90 3 2
American Advent Mission 3 M11 Tottori, Osaka, Hyogo 300 3
United Christian Missionary So

il 3cicty (Disciples) (IBC)
Evangelical Free Church Mission Kyoto, Myogo, Wa-Osaka.

kayam^
1111 3 2of Japan 3

'33Japan Baptist Mid-Miisions 
The Christian and Miisonary Alii-

11 M3 Pukushima, Niigata

Yaフ
50-60 (temporary ch. 

organizacions-no pastor)
12 112 3024? 1888一 maguchi

Gumma, Saitama, Tochigi
~^ WiT*

Central Japan Pioneer Mission 8 5 10 2 550 1819 1925
Kansai (Osaka, Kyoto \V
kayama, Hyogo), Aichi ?Japan Free Methodist Mission 7 6 10 3 30 5

Dible Baptist Pcllowihip 
Japan Mennonite Brethren Mission 
Church Missionary Society 
Independent Board for Presbyterian 
Foreign Million#

10 2 12 Chiba, Gumma, Shizuoka 17 10 1945
8 10 2 Osaka 198 19503

11 Yamanashi, Saitama, Tokyo

こ9 2 9 2 Tokyo, Mict Hokkaido 165 2 4 1W8
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Number of
organized

Number ofPost-WarTOTAL
MISSIONARIES Began inNATIONALITY

AREA OF WORK DENDOSHOMISSION NAME BAPTISMS CHURCHESOn Europ.Brit. ComJap. Fur.
Society for the Propagation
Gospel in Foreign Parts _______
Swedish Evangelical Mission in

of the Tokyo, Kobe，Okayama

2120Tokyo109 2
1951Vf' 100Aichi10 10
19082H230Church of God 2 Osaka, Okayama
1908553,051 49all 4 main islandsChurch of the Nazarcnc 102

Kyushu, TokyoThe Navigators 9
40Nagasaki, Sagaission To ChildrenWorld M 

Swedish
3

2Tochigi, Fukushima 120Holiness Mission 
Assemblies of God, Great Britain 
U Ireland

1913Yokohama, Tokyo

Hiroshima, Sapporo 
Tokyo, Miyagi

Tokyo

6 2
"objective is not the 
opening of own chr.Christian Literature Crusade 

Japan Committee of German Mis-
2

Shizuoka, Kansai, 
Kanagawa, Gifu

0
12Philadelphia Church Mission 

Friends Mission

11232
18869Tokyo,

Hiroih 
ma, Oita. Sapporo 
Hyogo

agi，Osaka 
Hyogo, Okaya-

200Ibar
^7

6
International Gospel League, Japan 212 = 73006Mission
Marburger

Afi
Mission

GeneralNorclT .
Mission injaran — 
Suomi Synod Mission

255Mic7 0 6
2Tokyo, Yamanashi 965 2 フ

The Norwegian Mission All 6Chiba, Kanagawa 146iancc

Japan 195323Brethren in Christ Mission, Yamaguchi 
Tokyo, Yamanasni, 
Saitama，Nagano

6 5
19511060Christian Reformed Japan Mission 06 6

32Free Will Baptist Mission 
Pukuin Koyu Kai

Child Evangelism Fellowship

Hokkaido, Tokyo

2 1W7245Osaka，Kyoto
(2 = Nisci) churches but work

tional chr.
つ0 not o
through

)an 1949Kansai，Kanto2 6
24Japan Regular Baptist

Lutheran Free Church of Norway,
Japan Mjssion ___ ______________

Bible Standard Churches,

Toyama6
175 3Mic, Hyogo

upen
Japan

370Tokyo,,Kansai 
• Hyogo

6 6
ABFMS statisticsSwedish Baptist Mission 

Swedish Evangelical Orient Mis
sion

Kyoto2 6
65 7Shizuoka0 6

6100 1918Far East Apostolic Mission 
Missionary Soul Winning I cllow-

Osaka，Kyoto, Nara5 3 2
Kanagawa, Oita5 0

245Oriental Boat Mission 5
50一 

100

Reformed Presbyterian Mission 
The Pentecostal Asscml 
Canada

Hyogo

Tokyo, Tochigi5
Woman's Union Missionary So- 2 1871Kanagawa, Tokyo 105

1952World Revival Prayer League Tokyo 550 5
2Univcral Missions Inc. 

Bethel Pentecostal Temple 
Grace Mission 

lan Fellowship

Hyogo23 5
205Tokyo3

1952Miyaxaki，Hyogo 107Amazing 
Aizu Chri

2
1949Fukushima 

Kant

40risti.

East 22 1884720o, KansaiGerman
II丨W School EvangclijiirFW^r- 

一，hip, Inc.___________________

Orthodox Presbyterian Church

-Asia Mission
Kanto (Tokyo, Chiba，
Saitama, Kanagawa)—

1950*>
3 1938Tohoku(2-Nisci)

10Niigata (Sado) 
all prcfrccturcs 
manucl Cbr.

Swiss Alliance Japan Mission 
Wesleyan Methodist

w.th Im-" 2030 1M93,500

teaching Ministry 
Pioneer Work

Ass 45374,500World Gospel Mission (2-Nisei)
2 195260Dible KumamotoProtestant Missions Inc. 

Christian Mission to Buddhists Kyoto
International Union of Gospel Mis
sions Inc.

Japan Inland M

35Tokyo

—Toky^7 Miyigi
Kyoto, Hyogo,

3

256iision 3

Japan Soul Clinic 3 0
Mic, GifuMission 

ytcrian Church 
The Salvation Army (Kyuscigun) 
CumUrrl.inJ PreU'yicrian Church 
Hokkaido Fulcuin Dendo Kai
International Church of thcHP 
•quarc Gospel_____
International Mission To Miners 

_Omi Brotherhood
OrKm.il I),l)lc Study Fellowship 
Society of S【.John the hvnn^cli5(

Mino

Presb
3 0

Osakain Canada 2
60 68Tokyo, Osaka, Hiroshima 1,17833

2185Kanagawa2
2 1953Hakodate2

2 255Tokyo, Saiuma2 0

Tochigi2
190511Shiga2 0

Karuiuwa2 0
100 5Tokyo, Tochigi

:r Evan. literature,
2 0 2

World Harvesters

Walworrh Road 
Missionary Society

2 2 evan.
Baptist Church 194835Osaka0

The definition of : Organized church with ordained pallor, elder or deacons, with weekly worship and prayer service.Church applied- to this survey
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from 8 countries, whose denominational 
affiliations range from Anglican 
Brethren. This Mission follows a policy 
of strict indigenous methods whereby no 
foreign funds 
tional preaching the Gospel, not even 
for special meetings. The O.M.F. works 

of the most difficult 
Japan一in small mining, fishing or rural 
communities in Hokkaido, and Aomori. 
As of this date there are no fully orga
nized churches in any of their

cally placed along the Tokaido, and they 
have plans that require 20 
sionaries.

Lack of space forbids a more detailed 
working in 

including a little 
all the

study of 
Japan, but 
information

tomore mis-cvcry mission 
we are present they have 5 

churches and 13 preaching points. 
They have had 787 baptisms 
whom 707

Atmore
withon missions

be paid to anyofthan 20 members, in cases where 
this has been given. Unfortunately not 

information of their

can na-outmore
still in good standing. 

Far East Gospel Crusade (69). An
favoring

indigenous methods of work, begun by 
Christian Servicemen in the Far East.

are
all gave 
history.
1.Assemblies of God. (35 members), 

group consists of missionaries from 
Canada, Britain, Switzerland and the 
United States who form part of the 
Japan Assemblies of God, and all 
operate in the Bible Institute, Radio, 
Student and Literature work. The mis-

mission
ofininterdenominational mission, some areas

This
A number of their members are loaned 
to various interdenominational enter- centers.

co

orphanage. Theresion also has 
67 churches, and 44 other places with 
regular worship services. The work 

begun in 1913 by Mr. & Mrs. C.
out with teen

arean

MISSIONSwas
F. Juergcnscn. They 
age daughters who learned the language 
more quickly than their parents and 
acted
Marie, is still working in Japan.

An gust an a Lutheran (25). Judging 
by the large number of missions and 
missionaries they have in Japan the 
Lutheran churches at home

came

IN BRIEFinterpreters. One of them,as

X
The O.M.F. has cooperated with 3 
Presbyterian and 1 TEAM church, have 
loaned teachers to 1 Seminary and 3 
Bible Schools, cooperate with the Mcn- 
nonites in radio work, have several 
specialists in Student work, 
loaned to the Japan Sunday School 
Union; cooperate with Conservative 
Baptists in book publication; have a 
small school for missionaries, children in

prises, such as Japan Christian College, 
Pacific Broadcasting Association and 
they have taken a large share in pro
moting and staffing the Christian Aca
demy. Their extension plans call for 
40 missionaries and 40 national workers.

lx-must
very mission-minded. The Augustana 
is a post-war group concentrating on 
one area of Japan, in cooperation with 
he J.E.L.C. They have 8 organised 
burches, and 2 other groups of believers 
ot yet organized.
Christian Churches and Churches of 

Christ (45). These have a long history 
in Japan. During the war most of their 
churches joined the Kyodan, and those 
associated with the Disciples of Christ 

still in it. The present missionaries 
bearing this 
from individual churches, not a Mis
sionary Society. Many 
service men in Japan. They have 
tempted to begin work in unreached 

teaching in Tokyo 
Bible Seminary and Osaka Bible 
Seminary,15 
are in rural, one in radio work. They 
have 49 churches,13 preaching points, 
33 pastors and 19 students training for 
the ministry.

Conservative Baptists (39). No offi
cial information has been received, but 
this is a post-war group worKmg in 
Tohoku, and in addition to12 organized 
churches and 19 preaching points, they 
have made

memberone
General Conference Mennonite Mis

sion (23). (Americans & Canadians) 
A post-war mission working in Miya
zaki Ken where they 
ches and フ preaching points. They 
port finding people busier and harder 
to reach

have 7 chur-
Sendai; and have 1 medical doctors 
whose

re-
have been much appre

ciated by Japan missionaries.
Presbyterian Church in the U.S. (89). 

This is

services
Theythan 5 years ago. 

are one of the two missions of any size 
who have not lost any

any other

now
are

name receive direct support experienced prewar mission 
missionaries still active.

missionaries an
with 9 prewar 
Since the

through sickness
Japan Evangelical Mission (31). 

post-war mission, predominently Cana
dian, which has 4 Nisei missionaries 

with them. Their main

cause.or
former 27 churches have joined 

the Reformed Church of Japan, and 152 
stayed in the Kyodan. Of yet 
ganized groups 19 
Kyodan related. The missionaries 
all engaged in evangelism, and estimate ^ 
they could 

Southern Baptists (113). They had 
work here before the war, but have 
perienced great expansion since, being 

the second largest mission in Japan. 
They have 20 teachers in schools, 62 
doing direct evangelism, and they also 
operate a hospital in Kyoto.

The Evangelical Alliance Mission 
(179). T.E.A.M. is international, in
terdenominational and numerically the 
largest mission.

Awere war
at-

unor-
arc Reformed and 53Sixteenareas. are serving

phasis is the training of Japanese for 
rural evangelism and the shepherding 
of churches. They have 8 churches in 
Niigata Ken which have recently formed 
the Nihon Dcndo Fukuin Kyodan.

Missouri Synod Lutherans (52). A 
post-war group which also includes 
Okinawa in its Japan field. Although 
it does not count its wives as missionaries

located in cities,14are
double their number.use

ex-

no vv

have included them in the above 
figure. It has a theological Seminary, 
Literature and Radio work, in addition 
to 24 organized churches and 52 others.

Norwegian Lutherans (52). This 
mission has the distinction of being the 
only European 
bers. Its emphasis is on evangelism and 
training of national workers. They have 
10 organized churches but with mis
sionaries still acting as pastors, plus 46 

yet fully organized churches. They 
feci there is still 
both missionaries and national workers.

Overseas Missionary Fellowship (63). 
This mission is international as well 
interdenominational; it has workers

we

important contribution 
to Christian literature in

an
Japan with 

their Seisho Tosho Publishing Company.
Covenant Missionary Society (24). 

One of the earliest post-war missions, 
their emphasis is on training Japanese 
rather than increasing their missionary 
personnel. They have 8 organized 
churches, / other preaching points, a 
Bible School, and also cooperate with 
the Christian Academy for missionary 
children.

Evangelical Lutheran Church (72). 
A post-war mission, begun by ex-China 

Their work is strategi-

It has its own Press, 
Audio-Visual Aid Dept., cooperates 

with many other projects, such as Japan 
Christian College, and Bible Seminary, 
Pacific Broadcasting Association, Japan 
Sunday School Union, and Tokyo 
Student Center. It also operates a 
Convalescent Home, and loans 10 staff 
members to the Christian Academy. It 

camp sites and this year 
ganized camps for younger foreign 
children,
people and church groups.

an
with over 20one

not
unlimited need foran

has or-tvvo

well Japanese youngas as
missionaries.
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Names
tlv Elaine Nordstrom, editore newiin

kyo-ku, Kyoto. 'Miss Dankmar Hotten- 
bacher, c/o Otani Yasumasa, 22,1- 
Chomc, Honmachi, Shinohara, Nada- 
Ku, Kobe. Miss Joan Watford (CG)

iai,：....EN ROUTE
Henry, editor of

Christianity Today magazine, stopped from South Africa. Miss Hannclorc
in Tokyo in June long enough to deliver Grenningloh,18, 2 Chomc, Shinohara,
several lectures at the Japan Christian Nakamachi, Nada-Ku, Kobe. Mr.
College and to speak at the dedication Mrs. Peter Kobabe
of the

Dr. Carl F. H.

&
in Kobe. Miss

occupied by Ann Krocl^er, 503 Ichinosawamachi, 
Utsunomiya, Tochigi Ken. Miss Shir
ley Pilcher (EFCA), 5 Tojiin, Nishi-

building
the Japan Bible Seminary. He 
pecting to participate in pastor’s 
ferences being sponsored in several machi, Kita-Ku, Kyoto (Tel. 44-4033),
Southeast Asian countries by World Mr. & Mrs. Jim Davis (AG), 42 Oka-

Umcnotani, Motoyama Cho, Hi
gashi Nada Ku, Kobe Shi.

new now
was ex-

con-

Vision, Inc.
Mr. Joseph Liversidge, general secreta

ry of JEB, left July 12 for Australia 
where he is engaged in deputation work 
prior to his return to Britain this fall.
During his four-month stay in Japan he 
had a wide ministry among Japanese 
and missionaries besides observing the by his sister and brothers and parents, 
Mission’s work first-hand. Mr. & Mrs. Dale W. Bjort^ (BGC)

Thomas David (April22) born to Mr 
Mrs. Malcolm R. Carried (PN) 

Charles Andrew (Jan. 6) born to Mr.

moto
EVANGELISM 

IH JAPAK : NEW ARRIVALS
Paul Evans (Aug. 20) welcomedwas

Theory and Practice

Miss Doreen ^naw, deputation secreta
ry for JEB in North America, is visiting 
Japan from July until October and may 
be contacted at the Mission headquarters & Mrs. Elton P. Garrison (EVB). Mr.

& Mrs. Victor Garrod (NCBFMT)
the arrival of their tnird son,

&
A New 500 page 

Book in Colloquial 

Japanese
in Kobe. Miss Martha Johnson is travel
ing with her.
丁he Tokyo Office of the Assemblies 

of God has reported these visitors in 
recent weeks:

nounce

Latest changes for insertion in 
the 1960 Missionary Directory 

pted until 
Nov. 15th, at 346, Eifuku Cho, 

Suginami Ku, Tokyo.

•By 30 top Japanese experts 

•Compiled by Japan Christian 

College Evangelism Department 

•8 full pages of pictures 

•20 different types of evangelism 

thoroughly dealt with.

•Helpful handbook for pastors, 

evangelists, Bible students, 

Church members.

will beRev. & Mrs. Watson Argue, world 
wide evangelist, Rev. Lester Stimrall, 
of South Bend, Indiana, who is current
ly building 
on Victoria 

Rev. W.

acce

Evangelistic Center 
Island, Hong Kong.
E. Ross, pastor of Bethel Hospital in Kobe. Suzanne Joy (May 

Temple, Fresno, California, also minis- 28) born 
tered at the Evangelistic Center in 
Tokyo. Rev. & Mrs. Raymond T. Richy, Hospital. Suzanne Marie (Mar. 6)

also here

a new
Brade Lee, born August 29 at Palmore

Mr. Sc Mrs. Gaylen H. 
Gilbertson (ELC) at the Kyoto Baptist

to

born to Mr. & Mrs. David L. Ltndberg 
(ALM). David Andrew (April6) born 
to Mr. & Mrs. John J. Lloyd (PEC). 
Kevin Lynn joined the Anton M. 
Lundeeti family (ALM) May 3. Rodger 
Dale (Feb. 23) born to Mr. & Mrs. 
Dewey 
& Mrs

of Houston, Texas, 
several months ago.

were

REINFORCEMENTS
E. Mercer (SBC). A son to Mr. 
Adison Soltau.

Mr. & Mrs. Martin Essenberg (CRJM) 
arrived July 20. Mr. Essenberg will 

headmaster at the 1theserve as
Christian Academy located in Higashi- 
Kurume on the outskirts of Tokyo. Mr.
Harvey A. Smit (CRJM) arrived July
29. Formerly a U. S. Army chaplain Mr. & Mrs. Phillip Allen (TEAM)
serving in Korea two years, Mr. Smit returned in August. Mr. & Mrs. Jona-
is a brother of Mrs. Henry Bruinoogc than H. Bartel (JMBM) have returned
who, with her • husband, serve as mis- to resume their work in Osaka. Mr.
sionaries for the CRJM in Kofu. Mr. & Mrs. Frank Cole (CBFMS) have
& Mrs. Carl-Akc Carlsson (OMSS), No. turned to Sendai where he will be dircct-
30, Teraguchi-cho, Nada-ku, Kobe. Mr. ing the publication department of Scisho
H.Ko^onen (Finnish Free Mission), Tosho Kankokai. Mr. & Mrs. Wilbert
101 Kamihate-Cho, Kitashirakawa, Sa-

RETURHEESan ¥ 辦 book 

only ¥ 300

Word of Life Press rc-

1-2 Chomc, Kitazawa Cho, 
Sctagaya Ku, Tokyo.

M. tiricson (ALM) have returned to
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),Mihara Shi, Hiroshima Ken. Miss 
Linnea Eriksson (OMSS) is again in 
Osaka. Miss Rosclyn IIoltc (ELC) has 
returned from furlough in Minnesota 

in Nayoya. Mr. & Mrs.
stationed in

MOVED?11111 Aジ3

Miss Wilma Arthur (JEM), Kashiwa- 
zaki Seisho Gakuin, Kujiranami, Kashi- 
wazaki Sni, Niigata 
Bergh (ALM), Kuroiwa, Kogushi, Ubc 
Shi, Yamaguchi Ken. Mr. Dan Bishop 

29,1 Chome, Kitagorouchi, 
Fukushima Shi, Fukushima Ken. Miss 
Doris M. Bot.ro，. (IND), 93 Uyama, 
Sumoto Shi, Awnji Shima, Hyogo Ken. 
Miss Margaret Carlow (AG), 429 Shi- 
moifuku, Iwai, Okayama Shi. Mr. & 
Mrs. Gordon Chapman moved to 2850 
Sanno 1-Chome, Omori, Otaku, Tokyo, 
Tel. 771-0455. Mr. & Mrs. Roger Fox 
(FEGC), 556—1,Minami Sawa, Higa
shi Kurumc machi, Tokyoto. Miss 
Britta Hagstrom (OMSS), 43—9 Ya- 
mashiro-cho, Saigo, Yao Shi, Osaka-fu. 
Miss Cora Harris (JEM), 44 Shinden 
Mnchi, Itoigawa Shi, Niigata Ken. 
Miss Inger Johansson (OMSS), Izumiso 
Apartment 18-2 Chomc, Shinohara, 
Naknmachi, Nada-Ku, Kobe Shi. Mr.

Mrs. Merle I. Kelly (PCUS),17 
Chokyuji Machi, Higashi-Ku, Nagoya. 
Miss Betty King (IND), 16-1 Chome, 
Wakaba-Cho, Shinjuku-Ku, Tokyo. Mr. 
& Mrs. Paul McGa/vey (CMA), 9014 
Nagamineyama, Oishi, Nada*Ku, Kobe. 
N^fiss Esther Nader (TEAM), 1190 Ka- 

izawa-machi, Nagano Ken. Mr. 
Mrs. Joseph Partner (JEM), 2-557, Ho 
rinouchi, Suginarm-Ku, Tokyo. Mr. & 
Mrs. Lyle H. Petersen (TEAM), The 
Cnristian Academy in Japan, 30, Ochiai, 
Kurume Macm, Kitatama Gun, Tokyo. 
Mr. Petersen will serve as plant super- 

Mr. & Mrs. Ken S. Round hill

\\ INSURANCE and is
Robert Hymcs (AG)
Mombetsu Shi, Hokkaido. Mr. & Mrs. 
Iwao ll{cnonye (JEM)
Shi, Niigata 
McGrath (JEB) returned to Kobe Aug. 
20 from England.
McLean (JEM) are now in Kashivvazaki 
Shi, Niigata Ken. Mr. & Mrs. Russel 
Sanoden (ELC) have returned 
goya. Mr. & Mrs. Douglas Stuendseid 
(ELC)
Machi, Setagaya-ku, Tokyo. Mr. & Mrs. 
Lloyd White (TEAM) returned Aug. 
2. Mr. & Mrs. Robert Yun\er (TEAM) 
returned in August.

Chandler (ABWE)
Mr. Mrs. Egron Rinell (SBM)
Kyoto.
(JMM) are in 423 Honan Cho, Sugi- 
nami Ku,1okyo.

Ken. Mr. Earlnow
arc

arc in Takadn
Miss VioletKen.

Mr. & Mrs. Donnel

Na-to

126, 2 Chomc, Nozawaare at

GOOD PEOPLE 
TO DEAL 
WITH! Mr. & Mrs. Ver-

in Kobe.arenon
inare

Alliance Assurance Coリ Lfd 
一 Caledonian Insurance Co.
=Commercial Union Assce. Co./ Ltd.

The Hongkong Fir® Insce. Co., Ltd. 
Lombard Insce. Co., Ltd.
The London Assurance 
The London & Provincial Marine 

General lose#. Co., Ltd.
The New Zealand Insce. Co., Ltd. 
Norwich Union Fire Insco. Society, Ltd. 
The Palatine Insce. Co., Ltd.
Phoenix Assuranco Co., Ltd.
The South British Insce. Co. Ltd.
Union Assurance Society, Ltd.
Union Insce. Society of Canton, Lid. 
The Yorkshire Insce. Co. Ltd.

Mr. & Mrs. Don D. Reber

FURLOUGH-BOUND f 一 &

Mr. Frank Cary (ABCFM) is 
furlough.

Bob Chambers (CC) have left Japan 
and do not plan 
fred B. Croyle (ICL) who has served in 
Japan since 1950 left June 17 for South 
Africa where she will be married to 
Mr. Kenneth Farmer in September. 
Following a time in America, Mr. & 
Mrs. Farmer plan 
in 1902. In the meantime, Miss Doris 
Borror from Hokkaido has moved to 
Awaji Island 
responsibilities.
Davis (CC) have returned to the United 
States for a year furlough. Mr. & Mrs. 
Gaylen Gilbertson (ELC) 
lough in St. Paul, Minn, having return
ed July 7. Miss Agnes Godcrt (PCUS) 
is spending her furlough in Florida. 
Mr. & Mrs. Karl Hoffner (OMSS) 
turned to Sweden Sept. 2. Miss Tamie 
Kawashima (FKK) returned to Hono
lulu, Hawaii, in September. Miss Mary 
Lloyd (JEB) left for furlough in Eng
land June 29. Mr. & Mrs. Abram 
Miller (TEAM) left June 22. Miss 
Anna Petterson (OMSS). Mr. & Mrs. 
W. A. Powell (IND) returned for fur
lough in June. Miss Emmi Schnydrig 
(CJPM) left June 29 on special leave 
clue to her mother’s illness. Miss Maj- 
Britt S\oog (OMSS). Mr. Robert Sut- 

returned to Scranton, Pa., September 
17 for his first furlough. Mr. & Mrs. 
Russell Walters (TEAM) July 4. Mr. 
& Mrs. J. E. Brisbin (JEM) are on fur
lough until the spring of 1960. Miss 
Magdalene Roesti (LM).

& now in 
Mr. & Mrs.Massachusetts on

画 Miss Wini-to return.

&ru
1

Japanto return to

Miss Croyle’s 
Mr. & Mrs. Howard

visor.
(WEC), 1-57, Maruyama, Kitashiraka- 
wa, Sakyo-Ku, Kyoto. Mr. & Mrs. Bill 
Sa\witz (AG),1069 Wada Hon Cho, 
Suginami-Ku, Tokyo. Mr. & Mrs. Fred 
A. Sundberg (OMSS) have moved 
Higashi-丁anagawa, Misaki-cho, Sennan- 
gun, Osaka-fu, where they have replaced 
the Karl Hoffners who have 
furlough. Mr.
(GCMM), 3777 Sonoda, Nichinan-shi, 
Kyushu. Mr. & Mrs. Morris J. Wright 
(SB),11-3 Kamiyama-cho, Shibuya-ku, 
Tokyo. Mr. & Mrs. Richard Courtney 
(TEAM), 870, 3-chome, Matsubara Cho 
Setagaya Ku, Tokyo. Mr. & Mrs. Robert 
Mueller (TEAM), 1433-2, Setagaya, 
Setagaya Ku, Tokyo. Mr. & Mrs. Ray
mond Olstad (TEAM), 352, Kovvara, 
Kurumcmachi, Kitatama Gun, Tokyo. 
Mr. & Mrs. John Reid (TEAM), 566 
Aza, Keisei Gahara, Koyabe Cho, Yoko
suka Shi. Mr. & Mrs. F. O. Euler 
(TEAM), 68 Aza-Shofuen, Hiroji- 
とho, Showa Ku, Nagoya Shi. Mr. 
Mrs. Harvey Town (CMA), 63 Kusu- 
noki Cho, Uchide, Ashiya Shi. Mr. 
Mrs. Donald R. Heiss (SB), 21 Sawa- 
da Cho, Tsukurimichi, Aomori. Miss 
Lois Colberg (ALM), Jiaien, Kuwamizu 
Cho, Kumamoto Shi. Mr. & Mrs. G. 
Johnson, 64 Midorigaoka, Honmoku, 
Naka Ku, Yokohama.

to assumeMake sure you are
properly covered by 

insuring with the 三

j BRITISH INSURANCE \ 

1 GROUP f
fur-are on

to

Is gone on r 
& Mrs. Peter V or an

re-

OFFICES:

Tokyo
Kokusai IConko Kallcan 

(International Tourist Bldg.)
Room 849 (8th Floor)

I, Marunouchi 1-chome, Chiyoda-ku, 
Tokyo T«l s Nos. (23) 2261-4 

Yokohama

72, Yamashita-cho, Naka-ku 
Central P. O. Box 165, Yokohamt 

Tel. (8) 6986/7

Osaka

Mercantile Bank Building 
13, mrano-machl 5-chom®, Higaihi-ku 

Tel. (23) 7148/9 
Central P. O. Box 256, Osaka

Kobe

Chartered Bank Building 
= 9-2# Kaigandori, lkuto-ku
I Tel： (3) 6831/2
J Kobe-Port P. O. Box 820, Kobo

SlUiUlUI—

謹

ton
!I

&

&

WEDDING* BELLS ^
Mr. R. H. Dic\ (IND) and Miss 

Ruth Shimada were united in marriage 
June 18 in Kobe.
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Books FOR SALE
R. S. Nicholson, editorFOR MISSIONARY READING HOME-made

JAPAN-AN ENIGMA?
CAPTIVES OF THE MIGHTY

Christ ancf the Japanese Enigma, by Dorothy R. Pape, China Inland Mission, 
London, 1959, 303 pages, 17s. 6d., ¥ 1,050.

A Review and Critique by Kurt Ribi

T HIS 1959 publication of the CIM suggested 
is a welcome addition to the still

hinted, it would have 
increased the value of the book.

in this 
name of

or even
ready i 
There fidg

small Centennial library of Japan Prot
estantism. It is particularly welcome first section. For example the
because it is written by a missionary wife the founder or renrikyo is said to be
who has had ten years of service in Nakayama instead pf. Mrs. Nakazawa.
China and five years among students in On the question as to whether Amida
Japan, and who can therefore focus on Buddhism was influenced by the Nes-
Japanese mission problems with insight torian Christians in China (pg. 85), the
and sympathy. The fact that she has writer would have done well to consider
served in China longer than in Japan 
does, I believe, not qualify her less for 
writing this book, as some may think.
Rather, a certain detachment may have 
given her better perspective 
jectivity and her stay in Japan enough 
knowledge to be factual.

In the hands of the Christian public 
at home, this book would do much to

the understanding of Japanese making him the
Part II is an interesting account of 

postwar evangelical work (with

are some inaccuracies

100 yen a square foot

just the opinion of a young Japa
nese but also that of a scholar 
dhism like Reischauer who in his book 
"Studies in Japanese Buddhism 

and ob- 218 states that u . it does

not

Harriett Dithridge 
30-4chome, Shibazaki cho, 
Tachikawa, Tokyo to, Japan.

Hu cion

on page 
possible,

probable, that Nestorian Chris
tianity in し hina strengthened this 
theistic tendency in Buddhism of sing
ling out one of the many Buddhas and 

and only Buddha.”

seem
if not

oneincrease
and give much 
prayer. Also to

missionary proble 
needed direction for 
the Japan missionary, the book has its phasis on the CIM-OMF) some of which 
value. Part I of this 300 page volume, 
apart from 
does not

em-
^ A balanced picture 0 •镳十 • f 嚅 

_ peal for service. ^

WITHOUT 
RHAPERS<

years be discussed in 
and referred to in 

“The Great Begin- 
of postwar II Christianity in

in a 100may
Mission magazines 
history books

interesting sidelights, 
ything

missionary who is acquainted with Ja
pan's general culture and religious his- Japan. 
、tory. But it will make interesting and 

informative reading for the

some
contain an

Color • 30 min. 
R.C.A. sound SISfor the asnew

mnings

The subtitle of the book; Cnrist and 
the Japanese Enigma, is calculated to 
make the book appealing in the home
land. However to the informed mis-

new mis-.
sionary.

In this first part, the author has well 
pointed out the obstacles which Chris
tianity faces in this country. If 
practical scriptural ways of dealing with 
the problems indicated would have been

“Enig-sionary, Japan is no longer 
ma”； their culture, social behavior and 
religious philosophy all fit a set pattern.

ar\
$ 15.00Rental:some

$ 160.00Purchase

I HAVE NEVER SEEN A MISSION-a

Culture and Social Patterns Understanding Japanese

the younccr generation. Perhaps no 
book in existence today has so minutely 
and accurately documented the present- 
day ideals and concepts of Japan.

The disillusionment the 
tilled in the Japanese spirit is radically 
difTerent from the older concepts pre
viously held. Such a frank analysis of 
radio dramas, newspaper comments, 
and social expressions 
The final section of this book devoted 
to statistics concerning 
cation is most interesting. For instance, 
it reveals that the average Japanese at
tends the movies almost six times per

ARY FILM THAT SO GRIPPINGLY
JAPANESE POPULAR CULTURE 

By Ilidctoshi Knto 
Charles E. Tuttle Co., Tokyo, 1959

This study is a firsthand report by 
Japanese sociologist and psychologist. 
It is a long-awaited contribution. Many 
outstanding foreign scholars have written 
concerning Japanese culture, but here 

have a, pointed set of observations 
by Japanese scholars such as Dr. Hiroshi 
Minaini and others. These scholars 
have made complete studies of modern 
Japanese movies, songs, and literature, 
and have presented from these sources 
the contemporary thought patterns of

October, 1959

PORTRAYS THE ACTUAL NEED

ON THE FIELD——AND I'VE SEEN
a SOME OF THE BEST MISSIONARY

has dis-war
FILMS.11——REV. TED PAULSON

W.M.C. JAPAN .

wc
is indeed rare. WHITE FIELDS INC. 

G-6423 CLIO RD. 
MT. MORRIS, MICH. 
U S. A.

mass-communi-
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year. Newspaper distribution and 
ceptance also are presented here.

ac-

CUSTOMS and CULTURE in OKINAWA
By Gradis Zabilka

Bridgeway Press and Charles E. Tuttle Co., 
Tokyo,1959

Within the past few years precise 
anthropological reports of the Ryukyu 
island area have been published. This 
little volume is 
port and contains many interesting side
lights such 
churches on the island and their history. 
In the final chapter a number of native 

recorded. Most of them are 
well known

of a layman’s re-more

brief reports of variousas

INSURANCE BY NORTH AMERICA songs
Japanese songs which 
here. There has been

are
arc

attempt to 
separate the original Ryukyu from the 
Japanese culture and the book is a good 
commentary of present day Okinawa 
in thought and practice.

no

Insurance Company of North America

Head Office : Philadelphia Pa., U. S. A.
TAKASHIMA, A JAPANESE 

FISHING COMMUNITY
By Edward Norbcck, University of 

Utah Press, Saltlake City,1954
This definitive study of the Japanese 

Okayama made invillage
1951. The findings in this small village 
provide a base upon wnich a compre
hensive understanding of the 
complicated larger urban centers may 
be built. The social patterns 
presented and the section 
hold and house life is especially good. 
The chapter on religion and the final 
chapter

wasnearOSAKA
23-1360
23-4759

Office in Japan : TOKYO YOKOHAMA
408-1104/9 8-1966/7

more

wellare
the house-on

the impact of 
certainly helpful 

This book is especially 
missionaries in rural

concerning 
westernization areTHE TOKYO SANITARIUM & 

HOSPITAL
to

any missionary, 
useful for 
since the systematic recording of the 
social customs found here will greatly 
advance their understanding of the 
random events and casual bits of infor-

areas

171 Amanuma 1-chome, Suginami-ku, Tokyo

Tel: 39-5161-5
mation wnich they acquire in their daily 
work.

The changes in religious understand
ing and also the importance of modern 
culture
explained here.

and wellopposed to religion areas

THE HARAJUKU MEDICAL OFFICE
Medicine 

THE GREAT PULSE 
By Mary Standlcc

Charles E. Tuttle Co” Tokyo, 1959
Mrs. Standlce, a medical student who 

became interested in Japanese obstetrics 
has carried out extensive research in 
modern and primitive Japanese 
nity practices. This book is especially 
interesting for those ladies who 
ious to know 
woman and her way of life. Well doc
umented and interestingly written, this 

the history of obstetrics 
from pre-historic clays to the present. 
The first chapter on the Yong and Yin 
is especially well written and is almost

[Including X-Ray、Laboratory and Pharmacy)
164, 3-chome, Onden, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo 

At the corner of 3olh and Yoyogi Streets,

Near Harajuku Station. mater-

are anx-
about the JapaneseTelephone: 40-1282

Be sure to ask for missionary discount

more

book covers

(Notice: When leaving Japan ask for Certificate of Vaccination)
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worth the price of the book.

INTER-MISSION SERVICES
Poetry

SO BENDS THE BAMBOO 
By Virginia L. L. Lantz 

Charles E. Tuttle Co., Tokyo,1959
A small book of poems by Miss Lantz 

who is teaching in the Army schools 
in Japan. Certainly she has expressed 

wonder and amazement 
the kaleidoscopic scenery and the 

exotic environment which surrounds 
These little 
thought-provoking. Perhaps you could 

excerpts advantageously in 
prayer letters.

KUGEN KAISHA

Your Community Store
Consult us on your Problems !for all of us our

at
us.

lZrefreshing andpoems are GROCERIES,
youruse

P SHIPPING,

Art
GENERALJAPANESE INK PAINTING 

By Ryukyu Saito
Charles E. Tuttle Co”. Tokyo, 1959 MERCHANDISE.

Of all the Japanese art forms 
boku” is the most interesting. It is a 

f branch of “sumie and

sui-

literally
ink and water. The main emphasis is 
to shade black ink into various shades

means

40 Nampeidai-machi, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo 

Phone: 46—5881, 8870 On 40th St. near Avenue “ F ’’ 重
stroke of the brush.of grey with 

The usual subjects are trees, flowers, 
grasses, and as the beginner advances 
more intricate patterns—fish, birds, and 
landscapes

one
!

to
iimii

possible. \ his book 
opens another door to the mysterious 
arts of Japan and increases one’s appre
ciation for the Japanese ability to do 
more intricate patterns with infinite

are
it ck 7

patience.

ALL LINES OF
INSURANCE

Historic Anecdotes
SHADES OF THE PAST 

By Harold S. Williams 
Charles E. Tuttle Co., Tokyo, 1959

^HORlMr. Williams* latest book which is
almost a continuation of his earlier book, 

Tales of the Foreign Settlements in 
Japan” has been suggestively sub-titled 
“Indiscrete Tales of Japan.,> Whether 
this indiscretion is the part of the 
author or the publisher, the interest of 
any one resident in Japan in these his
toric anecdotes should be satisfied. The

on

%

old residents of Japan will be amused by 
the recollections elicited by this book 
and the younger residents will find 
amusement in the antics of their pre
decessors.

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL UNDER
WRITERS, JAPAN, INC.

Language Study
HANDBOOK of JAPANESE GRAMMAR 

By Harold G. Henderson 
Allen and Unwin Ltd., London,1945
Professor Henderson has spent many 

years in Japan studying language and 
culture. He is the author of many books 
about
Assistant to the Curator of the Far East 
Department of the Metropolitan Museum

October, 1959

8/7 2-chome, Otemachi, Chiyoda-ku, Toky 

Corner of %RB & Tel: 23-2201/10, 23.2161/5

o.

Japanese literature, and was
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of Art.
This handbook should be a valuable 

anyone studying the Japanese 
language, k is a helpful supplement 
to the meager grammatical explanations 
in the customary Japanese language 
series. The section devoted to particles 
is especially clear, and the whole book 
is organized in a logical and functional 
form. It is perhaps the best Japanese 
grammar in English and is far superior 

the older Aston grammar.

FAIRMONTasset to

accommodations, goodExcellent
places for missionaries to relax
and dine ac reasonable prices.
In the well known Kojimachi

the Britishresidential area, near
to Embassy.

forSpecial reduced room rates
long-term guests.SWEET POTATOES 

Like you had back Home 
Write

CHRISTIAN CENTER, Kanoya, 
Kagashima Fairmont Hotel

just off 1st St. between
K. & T. Ave.

Kojimachi, TokyoMrs. Myrtle Baker,chiropractor, 
her skill in helping 

missionaries with their health 
problems. New Tel:Hoya 360 
otsu.

Tel: 304151/9is glad to use

San Bancho Hotel
1st St. betweenon

K. &. T. Ave.
Kojimachi, Tokyo

Do your Christmas Shopping 
the Easy Way.

^ive Subs, to U.S. Magazines 
order from

Christian Center, Kanoya, Kagoshima

Tel: 303331/8

SAN BANCHO MOTEL

tKtxau^edae (2t A new, up-to-date revision of a widely used, 
publication............3"ing,et^ ^tjpA prewar

MORHING BY MORHING
by C. H. Spurgeon

Power-packed, Scriptural meditations for the quiet hour from the 
of C. H. Spurgeon.

Daily portions from the Word compiled to stimulate thoughtful worship 
and provoke purposeful prayer. Soul-stimulating .exhortations that will 
provide faith and strength for each

Japanese Christians familiar with the prewar edition will welcome this 
new, improved daily devotional book.

Will make an excellent gift for your Japanese friends this Christmas.

jrpen

The only notebook that of
fers so much for so little.

day-new
★ Compact
★ Light weighf
★ No» bulky
★ 3000 difTeront forms and data

sheets
★ Sold in Japan at U. S. A. prices

370 ¥ 350pages.

Send your order in Now 
in on a bulk order coming from 
the states.

to get At your bookstore or order from

Word of Life Press
Frank L. Tctro Tel. Tachi-4224 

Box 22, Tachikawa, or 
1401-chonic, Akcbono Cho

Mail Order Dcpl.

1-2 Chomc, Kitazawa Cho, Sctagava Ku, Tokyo 
FuriLac: ToLyo 79904.
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■1画丨丨丨圆圆丨丨酬隱丨丨丨丨丨丨丨丨丨圆圆議丨酬圓丨丨丨I圆111丨圆丨丨丨圓

MACKINNON MACKENZIE & CO. OF JAPAN LTD.

Agents

Peninsular & Oriental Steam Navigation Company 
Orient & Pacific Lines
British India Steam Navigation Company Limited

圍

I Regular passenger sailings between
THE FAR EAST and LONDON

via
Singapore, Penang, Colombo, Bombay, Aden 

& Port Said, 
also linking

AUSTRALIA and the UNITED KINGDOM
via

Suez Canal
rirst & Tourist Class accommodation available

圍

I
圍⑩JP 圍Express passenger sailings between

JAPAN and the PACIFIC COAST OF NORTH AMERICA
via

Honolulu
JAPAN & AUSTRALIA II via

Hongkong & Manila 
also linking

AUSTRALIA and the PACIFIC COAST OF NORTH AMERICA
圍■ 圍

via
Auckland, Suva & Honolulu

First, Intermediate First & Tourist Class accommodation available. 圍I
I

Monthly sailings between

JAPAN and CALCUTTA

I via

Hongkong, Singapore, Penang & Rangoon 
with the cargo / passenger linersi
SANGOLA” & “SIRDHANA”

1
First & Second Class accommodation available.

For full particulars npply to: •

MACKINNONS
OSAKAKOBE Imperial Hotel, Tokyo ISTOKYO YOKOHAMA
23-5312/6

(P.O. Box 246) (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank Bldg.)
3-6141/5圍 27-0631/5 

(C.P.O. Box 854)
8-4341/5 

(P.O. Box 215)
59-0648 

(Room HO)匿

丨___酬____丨画疆諭_圓圓圓關圓圆圓丨丨_|丨丨丨|丨_丨丨丨||丨酬丨_圆丨丨_麵^



llIL
arrangements 

through 

one ofハ our
conveniently located 

branch offices •マ

•ill
INTERNATIONAL & DOMESTIC

Air-Sea Rail Bus Bookings 

Hotel-Ryokan Reservations 

Independent-Escorted Tours 

Auto Rental-Purchase Plans 

Travel Documentation 

Travel Insurance

'め

COMPLETE AIRCARGO SERVICE

Write, Call or Visit

Eveeett M¥EL Service
Everett Building
4,1-chome, Yuraku-cho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 
Phone : 59-3316/9, 6406/9 
Washington Heights B-X 
Phone: 2636.3327

NagoyaTokyo : Sanmen Building
1, 7-chome, Miyukihon-machi, Naka-ku, Nagoya 
Phone: 23-7727/9

Kyoto : Kyoto Station Hotel 572 
Kyoto Ekimae, Kyoto 
Phono: 5-8891

Everett Building
13, 3-chome, Kaigan.dori, Naka-ku, Yokohama 
Phone: 2-4171

Yokohama :
Osaka : Hasegawa Building

2, 5-chome, Awaji-machi, Higashi-ku, Osaka 
Phone: 26-6531/7

USN Building, F-68 Receiving BarracksYokosuka : Kobe : Everett Building
18, Akashi-machi, Ikuta-ku, Kobe 
Phone : 3-6393/8

INDIA

JAPAN* HA謂脾Yokosuka

34?
Suginaini Ku, Tokyo 
览京都杉故么永覦町346

EA • PHILIPPINES • HONGKONG • SINGAPORE • THAILAND


